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know that there are skeptics
among our readers In other
their special benefit we give the
iDg brief account of a trial carried on by
the Minnesota College of Agriculture
Two hundred and eixteen cow· were
fed on silage as compared with 23» cows
The result· -bowed
on dry ration·.
that the silage fed cow.
more of butterfa» yearly per cow than
Thl. ««noun tod to
the other cows.
♦18 60 per cow in favor of feed s
we

•^ββ^Γ

S

P^uc^ 591b'n

'"The

following year another trial was
had with a gain m favor of the silage fed
The
cow· of 47 lb·, of butterfat.
cow. contumed »7.19 worth of feed
the
fed
more than
cows, but *ben
dry
this ι· subtracted they still «how a decided izain over the other·.
So far as the harveating an acre of

»»}aK®

lid

7alueofthedryat.ik.thst
the »ilo.—Hoard'·

we

Dairyman.
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The Detective of the
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|

Copyright. 1913.
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Pilchard

hoga marketed daring the year, but
prices have ranged higher.

"Last night, when Mr. Petersham
didn't go to Bauer's cairn. The fellas
who promised to meet him never put
tn there either. That was qneer, wasn't
It? Of coarse It could mean one thing
—that some one had told 'em that Mr.
Petersham weren't coming. There was
enly us three, and Puttlck knew. So
Puttkk must 'a' been the one to telL"
"But, November," I said, "Puttlck
never left the house, for you remember you found no tracks on the sand.
How, then, could he let them know?"
'Ί guess he waved a lantern or made
some other sign they'd agreed on."
"But why didn't you tell me all this
at once?" exclaimed Petersham.
"Because I weren't sure. Their not
going to Butler's cairn might 'a' been
chance. But this morning, when Puttlck comes in with his yarn about the
man with the red hanker across hie
face that made him hold up his hands
fnd threatened him when he was
mending the canoe, I begun to think
we shouldn't be so much longer in the
dark.
And when I went down and
ν

The Capture.

A 8 we walked Joe gave me In little
jerka the story of his adventares.
"I started out, Mr. Quarltch,"
he began, "and crossed the lake to
the camp where Bill Worke was fired

/m

Tee; only about two days
After awhile I built a bit of a
fire and cooked a pinch of tea in a
Then after
tin I'd fetched along.
lunk"—Joe always called lunch "lunk"
"Huh!

j
I

I

have It again.
"I see the black hat on him for a mo
meut and then I lets drive. I tried
to get up to have a look at him."
"Surely that was risky. How could
you know he was dead?"
"Heard the bullet strike and saw the
hat go backward. A man don't never fall over backward when he's sham-

ming. I couldn't get to him—fainted,
I guess. Then you come along."
···*··

Evening bad fallen before
mately arrived nt Kalmacks.

we

»

ulti-

We approached the house with care and entered by a window at the back, as
Joe thought It possible the front entrances might be commanded from the
wood on that side.
We went at once to the room where
Worke was lying and Joe gave him α
rapid description of the man he had

■hot.

"That's Tomllnson," said Worke at

"Them two brothers Uvee toWhat have they been dolngT"
"You'li know afore night," replied
Joe. "What are their names?'
"Dandy Is the one with the black
beard, while him they calls Muppy is
once.

gether.

•

foxy colored man."
"Thank you," said Joe.

"Now, BUI,

If you keep them names to yourself
I'll come back In half an hour and tell
you who It was shot you."
On Joe's appearance Linda started up
and ran to him.
"You're wounded !" she cried.
"Ifs nothin' much, Miss Linda."
But as we laid him down on the
couch he seemed to lose consciousness.
Petersham brought brandy, and Linda,
holding Joe's head upon her arm, put
He swallowed some of
It to his lips.
It and then insisted upon sitting up.
"I must bind up your, shoulder. We
must stop the bleeding." Liudu's distress and anxiety were very evident
And Joe had to give way. With her
capable and gentle hands IJuda soon
dressed the wound and afterward in-

"No, Mr. Petersham," Joe was saying. "I don't think you'll have much
more

trouble.

There

was

only three

In It One's dead; one's locked
up, and I dare say we'll find a way of
dealing with No. S."
"What I don't understand," said Linhow you found out that Puttick
da,
waa In It When did you begin to awman

1

-

ing now?"
"Mr. Petersham wants to be the making of me."
"Then you're about the luckiest

young man in this hemisphere."
I feel his kindness la
I "Just so, and
more'n I deserve. He'd make me head
warden here for a bit first find then
send some kind of a professor to teach
me how to talk and fix me up generally." He paused.
"Well, that sounds very reasonable,"
I commented.
"And after they'd scraped some of
the moss off me he'd put me into his

to stay longer."
"As to that you'll be here for quite
awhile yourself."'
He made no reply, and when I turned from the window to look at him he
was lying with his eyes closed, and,
thinking he was tired, I left him.
At the end of the south veranda was
situated a small detached room which
we had turned into a workshop, and
early the same afternoon I went
around there to repair a favorite fishing rod. The veranda was empty as I
passed through it, but presently Peter-

but as I was In a wonderful poor place
for cover—just three or four spruces
and half a dozen sticks of wild raspberry—I went down, pretending I'd
got the bullet, pitched over the way a
man does that's got It high up, and I

shoots twice more—both misses. Then
he kind o' paused, and I guesses he's
golug to move to where he can let me

I said on one occasion.
"No, Mr. Quarltch, the hours slip
past quick enough. I've never had a
lie-by and awhile for thinking since I
been a man. There's a good few pussies to life that wants facing one time
or another, I s'pose."
"Which puzzle is it that you are fac-

the woods."
"I can feel for them," tjaid I, "for I
am leaving the woods tomorrow myself. I musi. get back to Quebec."
"Huh, yes! There's no call for you

—"I started back. I was coming along
easy, not on the path, but in the wood
about twenty yards to the south of It,
and afore I'd gone above three or
four acres a shot was fired at me from
The bullet didn't strike me.
above.

chewing of them, when the fella

to prove bow well sbe bad profited by
bis teaching. There were half a hundred things he suggested, not one of
which was obvious or trifling, until I
marveled at his Ingenuity.
! "You are finding the time long, JoeT"

you, November."
"It
Joe was silent for a moment
doee, Mr. Quarltch," he said at length
in a different tone. "And it gives me
something to think about So they
caught Muppy all right? Him nnd Puttick '11 find prison a poor place after

old.

was

sbe could. Indeed, she would here devoted moat of her time to Joe, but he
managed to make her spend a good
part of each day oat of doors. Sometimes be would beg for a fish for his
supper and she must catch it herself

I bid the astonishment I felt at this
announcement "After that it'd be up
to me to make good. He'd help all he
knew."
"It sounds a very brilliant future for

day?"

He lay still and fired again—got me
In the shoulder that time, and I gave
a kick and shoved in among the raspberry canes in pood earnest, had some
of them whitey buds in my mouth and

1

office."

at—you mind Miss Linda dropped a
brooch there? I had a search for it,
but 1 didn't find It, though I come
across what I'd hoped to find—a lot of
tracks—men's tracks."
"Who had been there eince Satur-

took care to get the biggest spruce
trunk between me and where I think
the shots come from.
"Sometimes, if you go down like
that, a man'll get rattled-llke and come
out, but not this one. Guess I'm not
the first he's put a bit of lead into.

/
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CHAPTER XVI.

sisted on sending for Puttick to help
him to his bunk.
"So you've got it?" Puttick said. "I
warned you. Lucky you're not dead."
"Yee. ain't It?" returned Joe.
Well : knew that soft drawl, which
November's voice never took except In
moments of fiercest tension.
selves.
"You'd best Join your hands above
Tbe decrease in the receipts at tbe
your head, Ben Tuttlck. Lock the
live principal markets last year for tbe
thumbs. That's right!"
11 months ending November 30, in comJoe had picked my revolver from the
parison witb the Mime period of 1013,
It pointed at Puttick'e
■mounte to 713.000 bead. While this is table and held
a serious matter, in so far as it Indicates breast.
» decrease in tbe supply of mutton at a
"He's mad!" screamed Puttick.
time when tbe demand for mutton con"Tie his hands, Mr. Quarltch. Miss
satis
it
a
ia
tinues to grow,
very
really
Linda, will you please to go away?"
is
evidence
it
because
factorv condition,
"No, Joe. Do you think I'm frightof a determination upon tbe part of
ened?"
of
to
tbe
growers
slaughter
stop
sheep
"Huh! I know you're brave, but a
flocks, and by holding their ewes at
borne, again begin to rebuild the total man acts freer without the women
flocks of the country. Tbe temporary looking on."
loss of meat which will be shown will be
Without a word she turned and walkfar less important tban tbe economic
ed out of the room.
from
the
results
disposition "Puttick'e going to confess, Mr. Pegain which
to hold and breed ewe stock.
tersham," went on November.
"I've nothing to confess, you fool!"
Importance of Dairy Type.
"Not even that story you Invented
a
have
does
not
cow
The g<>od
broad,
with the red hanker
deep abdomen, tbin neck, sharp withers, about the man
thin flanks, and a large odder just be- across his face—the man who wasn't
These •ever there?"
cause she waa created tbat way.
characteristics have long since been
he ravin' about?" cried Put^ "What's
proved to be associated witb high pro- tick.
duction, and in a like manner we have
"Have you forgot them long haired
learned tbat a oow with a short, thick
brothers that"—
Tomllnson
neck, heavy quarter and deep covering
The effect of this speech on Puttick
of flesh and fat over the back and loin, is
he leapgoing to take care of herself first and was Instantaneous. Evidently
her owner next. In other words, a cow ed to the conclusion that he had been
ia not going to put on flesh and ahow a betrayed, for he turned and dashed
profit at the pail at the same time. for the door. We flung ourselves upon
These are tbe lawa tbat we cannot evade, Mm and by sheer weight bore him to
and success in the dairy business can me ground, wEito We~qùlCMy OTgtydWonly come witb tbe full realization of ered him, snarling and writhing.
tbe importance of tbe d airy type.
Some hour· later we sat round November Joe who was stretched upon
Chicago market reports for 1914 >how the couch. Puttick had been tied up
a falling off in the number of cattle and
and Imprisoned In the strongest room.

Keep oyster shell before the hen* at
all times if yon want eggs that will atand
tbe rough baodling incidental to ordi·
if _„n r»el that vou must
eoonomixe,
nary ahlpments.
always begin by cutting out all unnece·y expense· -d .topplne ·»
There Is too much feed and forape
if vou do thia yon are not likely to
tb.« ,o. "Κ" —· wasted on many farms. Scientific efficiency la vitally needed at the feed bin.

•tead.

w. J. Wheeer,
!'Cch .bi»«.
Paris. fort.
Billings' Block, South

nor

«

November
Joe

These trees were about twenty
five years old, bat for the most part bac
been completely neglected as regard!
Tb<
pruning, culture and spraying.
first season tbat the station had thi
farm the orchards were plowed, cult
vated and sprayed. Pruning was begui
and bas been continued until at tht
present time the orchards are in pretty
fair shape. It was of course not désira
able or practical to thin tbe trees out ai
tbe start to where they should beattbt
end, but tbe pruning, while rather se
vere each year, bas been gradually in
created in amount.
The orchards were fertilized at the
rate of 1000 pounds per acre of a fertilizer carry lug 4 percentof nitrogen, 8 per
and 1
cent uf available phosphoric acid,
percent of potash. At the end of tbe
(bird year be orchards had so far responded tbat they gave a good crop, ami
since tbat time fertilizer experiments
have beeu carried on in various portions
of tbe orchards, as follows:
The use of highly nitrogenous fertilizers ha» been adv cited as a mean* of
forcing trees into bearing, and iu some
parts of the state bas been tried with results tbat seemed to be gra'ifying. This
method was first suggested by Dr. Fishand was tried by
er of Massachusetts,
the station in som» co-operative work
with Mr. Pope in his orchard at Man
Chester, without very decisive results
At Iluhmoor Farm 32 Baldwin trees were
divided into three sections. The trees
were treated alike, so far as tbe application of standard fertilizer was concerned,
but 10 of the trees at each end of the
soda
row received in addition nitrate of
Also
at tbe rate of 100 pounds per acre.
the Baldwin orchard was divided into
two parts so that part of it received the
usual treatment, and in addition received
100 pounds of nitrate of soda per acre

-Ί«5ί Ί;'"S

brèedÎn^Τ>r
KïlïmJSgiim.

■

lected.

Hoard's Dairyman:—So much space
And so much attention have been given
to records that it would be well (or the
careful breeder to give attention to other
factors which make for lasting success
in the breeding of pure-bred dairy stock.
Of late, like the primate of England
when the successes of British arms on
the continent during the meteoric career
of Marlborough were at their height, we
are forced to ask daily,
"What new
victories have we woii?" A Yeksa Sun
beam, Eminent's Be»*, C 'Un'lis 4th'*
Johanna have giveu w*v 10 a May K>I
ma, Sophie 19th of H><od Farm aud Lily
Alcartra. Even the tidy Ayrshire, the
product of the canny Scot and the latest
to enter the tieid, is represented by Au
chenbrain Brown Kate 4rh. The 1000pound butterfat cow is a reality. We
who are plodding along with the 150
pound producer blink our eyes and ex
claim, Can this be trut ?
As a result of these records, marvelous prices have been paid for near related stock, and some not «ο near. Another result was the stimulus given to testing of cows. There was a chance sometheir
one might possess a May Kilma of
breed and not know it. The Babe >ck
test and the scales were put to work.
The stimulus of competition between
breeds and between animals of the same
breed increased in inteusity. Seven day
records, thirty day records, semi-official
yearly records were made, and surpassed
almost as soon as made. Records in twoyear-old form and records of younger
and older cows were made and broken
Five pounds of butterfat in one day !
One hundred pounds of milk daily! Im- per year.
In experiments carried cut at the New
possible? Both have given place to still
larger yields, and the end is not yet in York State Experiment Station, it has
sight. Even as this is written still been found tbat with their deep clay
soils, well suited to apple tree growth
greater victories may be won.
and apple bearing, there is no effect
ECONOMY OF PRODUCTION VITAL
from the use of fertilizers, either upon
While in this mad rush for world's rec
the growth of young trees, the wood
ords, the careful breeder is keeping ever
on matured trees, or the amount
before him a more important factor in growth
of the fruit or the coloring of the fruit
succesful dairying. That is economy of
To see if anyor the size of the fruit.
production. This means a careful rec- thing like thin would hold with Maine
ord of feed fed as well as the yield of
with
the rather
conditions, particularly
milk and butterfat. To the uninformed,
shallow soil and wit h tbe stubborn subao'l
records
of
these
one of the marvels
large
an experimem was
There is upon Qigbmoor Farm,
is their relatively low cost.
It is to be remembered
b. gun in 1912.
it.
about
wondeiful
Economy
nothing
that tbe orchard bad been cultivated and
is found wherever there is purposeful
fertilized for the three preceding years,
endeavor, wherever the machine, boiler,
and brought into good condition. About
factory, or cow is worked to the fullest 400 trees
three plots
were divided into
capacity. The recent record of Tilly containing 12 rows, extending clear across
Alcartra of 30,452 6 pounds of milk is no
Plot
orchard.
tbe large No. 1 B>»n Davis
more wonderful than the fact that this
rows 1 to 4. bas received no fertilizer
A,
was produced ai a cost of less than
fifty since 1912. Plot
B, rows 5 to 8, has recents a hundred, aud the 951.3 pounds
ceivsd annually since 1912, 500 pounds
of butterfat were produced at a cost of
of a fertilizer carrying 4 percent of niless than 10 cents a pound. That breeder
of available phosphoric
8
who does not keep his eye single to this trogen, percent
acid, and 7 percent of potash. Plot C.
fact, that in "economy of production"
of rows 9 to 12, has received
will come victory for individual or consisting
annually since 1912, 1000 pounds per
breed, is in a large sense a failure.
acre of a commercial fertilize carrying 4
BEAUTY ESSENTIAL
percent of nitrogen, 8 percent of availIn seeking his highest ideals, the able phosphoric acid, and 7 percent of
thoughtful breeder will not yield an potasb.
inch when insisting upon beauty, and
Careful records of growth shown b\
what is more beautiful in the dairy- measure aud of yields of fruit as shown
man's eyes than a cow with perfect line* bv weight are made of all of the tree·· 'n
the the orchards at Higlimoor Farm. Thus
as laid down in the score card of all
breeds. And what animal next to the far no results that could be attributed to
No person
human can cballeuge a higher place than the fertilizer have appeatted.
the cow, the foster mother of so many of examining the twelve rows of apple
have
which
been
of
the race?
fully fer
trees, part
Wbo want» ιο own a neru οι ci·*», uu
tilized, part partially fertilized, and part
*anly in appearance, coarse in the head. not fertilized at all for the past three
"·ω·Γ
«.ti>
years, could detect differences whereby
It is m he would be able to pick out the treated
which repel rather than attract.
from the untreated rows.
breeding lor perfection in form
The BaDCOC*
true art of breeding ho·.
It is to be remembered that in all of
test and the ecale can «et records,
these experiments, nothlog has been
oDly the true breeder can «
grown upon the land except apple trees
plu» that perfection of eternal beauty and apples. An orchard cover crop is
under earl\
'f
sown in the fall, is plowed
The
beauty of form »· a in the spring, aud the land is kept cul'i
*n
uriic le il polat >(> MMiai "l1 »
vated un'il well into the fall, when th»
Health is a find
cover crop is
again sown. The plan'
The cow to be beau'iful mu»t food stored up in the wood growth, and
heal· h. M »he >· that which has been removed in the
u ore t he bloom of
healthy *he i· a good feeder and OOMN apple crop, bas been taken from the so'I.
uuen.lv has one essential tor cheap pro- but beyond that the soil has not beet>
Kurt her, when a buyer «MM· made to pay tribute to any other crop
,uto *.i «table of tine looking cow-, with
This experiment is to be continu·"*
ver them, for many years, or until the unfertiliz·"'
Dfrfec'iun of form written al
he
agreeably «mpreened. He may not rows show evidence of need of plan
he is. tood.—Chas I) Woods.
be ab'e to dehue the reason, bu
if
ju»t the lin». On the other hand
dthe herd ha. many unattracMve
Decrease of Mutton Supply.
u»l. with pendulous,
"<"·"*
The
breeding ami feeding of cheep foi
.
u
fatal
ο
m
and coarsene··. the
predion
is
the production of mutton
going
quick sale·. Cow· with large yield» w
a period of change that result»,
but what in the price the buyer will through
for the time being, in a decreased »upfor cow· that not only yield well but
One of the marked changes in diet•how the work of the artist, moulded ply.
ic tas*e during the la»t ten years ha»
tiesli.
in
living
beautifully
bevu the steady increase in tbo populariGet record· 1 Ye», but do not sacrifice
of mutton a* food for the American
form and beauty in the dairy animal· ty
Comparatively few years ago
A chain i· juet ae strong as its weakest people.
for wool aud meat
were raided
"
Have no weak links in your iheep
almost l ave been called a by-prodA» mentioned above, the Bab- might
chain
wool
Wheu
uct.
production wan the
cock test and the scale can Ret records. 1
feature of the eheep industry,
Il le a mechanical procees. By élimina principal
the naiural result wan marked fluctua"
b».
lound
tion in the prosperity of tbe sheep growtaint?. But in securing all the point»
er.
The wool came Into competition
which make for a well balanced co«,
with the wool grown in all quarters of
t ike· a giant among breeders, one with
and because of the dependtbe
knowledge of the law. of enceglobe,
of the industry upon tbe price of
breeding which God give· only to the
became a football
Are you. as a breeder, maintain- wool, sheep growing
few
in politics through its dependence upon
the ideal» which will give yon a pertariff legislation.
manent place a· a breeder, or are you
The constantly increasing demand fur
sacrificing some essential· in your
mutton led to radical changes in the
Tb... t. .» «ο»β'«
sbaracter of sheep breeding and tbe Engand dairy ρ
tween bieh production
lish mutton breeds gradually supplanted
fection. They are identical.-John Bowtbe Merinos and wool-producing breeds.
er, Minnesota.
In spite of tbe fact that tbe total number of sheep sent to market doubled beA Convincing Experiment.
tween 11*00 and 1912, tbe popular deIt doe· not need any special Mgnment
mand for mutton increased at a still
or showing of facts to convince
with the result, as in
more rapid rate,
of
of
the
men
sin
great superiority
that instead of selling only
eed for now evident,
corn ensilage as an ^onom.c
tbe normal increase of flocks, there was,
rows
Those who have combined toe
in tbe latter part of tbe period, a tend„ifaee with alfalfa hay get «till better re- ency to market
part of tbe flocks them-

Κ A l'A RK.
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of Production.

Fertilizing Apple*
As it ia pretty generally known, whei
the stmte purchased Highmoor Farm, i
bad aomethiog over 3500 apple trees up
on it which bad been systematically neg
in

Democrat.

"You'd

best join your hands above
your head, Ben Puttick."

had a look around by the river, I knew
at once bis story was a He, and that
he'd got an interest In scaring Mr. Pe-

tersham away."

"How did you know that?"
"You mind Puttlck said the fella
come Just wnen he was beginnin' to
mend the canoe? I took a look at the
work he'd done on it and he couldn't
'a' got through all that under an hour.
He's fixed a little square of tin over
the rent as neat as neat And then
wasn't it queer the fella should have
him
on
there—a place he
come
wouldn't be in not one morning of a
hundred?"
"You believe he made up the whole
story? And that no one came at all?"
"I'm pretty sure of it There wasn't
a sign or a track and as to the fella's
Jumpln' from stone to stoue, there's
distances of fourteen and sixteen feet
Still be might 'a' done it
between.
or he might 'a' walked in the water,
and I were not going to speak till I

sure."
"Go on. We're still in the dark, Joe,"
said Linda.
"Well, Miss Linda, you remember
bow Puttlck advised Mr. Petersham to
pay or go, and how I told him to stick
It out and when I'd given him that
advice, I said to you that I was going
across to Senile lake, and asked Mr.
Quarltch to tell Puttlck. I thought
there was a good chance that Puttlck
would put on one of bis partners to
scare me. You see nobody knew which
way I were going but you and him,
bo lt'd be fair certain that If I was
were

Interfered with it would prove Puttlck

guilty."

"That was clever, tnougn you ran a
horrible risk. Was there any particular reason why you chose to go to Sends lake?"
"Sure. I wanted to see if any one bad
been over there looking for your
brooch. On'y us and I'uttick knew it
was lost, and you'd said how your father had paid dollars and dollars for
When a thing like that's lost
It
woodsmen 11 go miles to try to find It,
and Puttick must 'a* told the TomllnK>ns, for there was tracks all around

fire where we boiled the kettle."
"Do you think they found my
brooch?"
"Huh! No. I pick' it up myself five
minutes after you drop' it. I only kep*
It, pretendln' It was lost, as a bait like,
^'ve told you what happened to me
coming back and how I had to shoot
Dandy Tomllnson. His shooting at
9ur

me after I was down give me a surprise, for I didn't think he'd want to

do. more than scare me, but I guess It
natural enough, for Puttick was
pettln' rattled at me always nosln'
wound."
"It'· all very clear, November, and
we Know ëvèrçnmrçrexcept who Itwes
was

shot BUI Worke."
"I guees Muppy
man."

Tômlinson's

the

"What makoe you think that?"
"Bill was shot with a 45-75 rifle.
Both Puttick and Dandy Tomllnson
carries 30-30's.
Muppy's rifle is a
46-75."How can you know what sort of

rifle was used to shoot with? The
bullet was never found," said Linda.
"I picked* up the shell the first time
I was over with you."
"And you never told me!" said she.
"But that doesn't matter. What I'm
really angry with you for is your making me promise not to go out yesterday
and then deliberately going out your-.
eelf to draw their fire. Why did you
do It? If you had been killed I should

sham joined me.
"That fellow November Joe is an Infernal fool!" he said presently. "He
Is a dolt without an ounce of ambi-

tion!"

"In his own sphere"— 1 began.
"He is all very well in his own
sphere, but he should try to rise

above it"
"He has done uncommonly well for
himself so far," I said. "He has made
good use of his bra'.ns and bis experience. In bis own way he is very, very

capable."

"That is true enough, but he has got
about as far as he can go without help.
As you say, he has done all this for
himself.
Now, I ain ready to d· a
good deal more for him. I'll back him
in any line of business he chooses to
I owe him that and more.
follow.
Heaven knows what might have happened to Linda but for him."
"You owe a good deal to November."
"I am well aware of it," replied Petersham. "I am convinced I owe him
Linda's life."

Something In his tone showed me his
further meaning. I dropped my fishing rod nnd stared at him. I knew
Linda had enormous Influence over her
father, but this was beyond imagination.
"You'd never allow it!" I exclaimed.
"Why not?" he retorted angrily.
♦•Isn't Joe better than the nipper
Or Phil Bitsheim or than that
dude?
Italian count with his pedigree from
Noah in his pocket? Tell me, where
te she going to find a man like Joe?
Why, he's got It in him to do thingsbig things—and I hope I'm good enough
republican not to see the Injustice of
nailing a fellow down to the
Where he was born."

spot

It oat against bis own heart
I knew well the power of attraction
Linda possessed, but somehow I had
not guessed how it had worked on Joe.
I had, indeed, been right In so far that
he had not dreamed of aspiring to her;

1

|
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nevertheless the episode would mean
pain and loss to him. I feared, for
many a day.

Once more I beard him.
"LKinTyou think I'll be proud every
hour I have to live that you was so
good to me, Miss Linda? I shan't nev-

Especially Adapted

: It Is

to !

Sailormeo.

;

forget it"
"Joe, I think I hate you!" she cried.
And then the quick tap of her footsteps
er

;;

\

Βj DWIQHT NORWOOD.
told us she had run into the bouse.
;
There was absolute silence for a minute or two. At length Joe sighed heavJack Haversbam was a sailor boy
ily and with the slow laborious moveback in the latter part of the last cen
ment of weakness went to his room.
He was a lovable sort of fe
When all seemed safe Petersham and tury

SS,

« pair of mild blue eyes. and
I stole out of hiding like thieves, and,
Moreover, there«
we exchanged no word, Peter- engaging «mile.
irtt nf strength in his muscles» ο
sham was swearing violently under his
be was nncnnsclou..
breath until he shut his office door.
Rather to my surprise November Joe Such men are attractive to wo t
came out for awhile after eupper, because he said It was my last evening
ship. the
at Kalmacks. Neither he nor Linda
New York, waa at ancbo
barber of Tokyo Haversbam set
gave any sign that anything unusual to
had passed between them. Indeed, we
(mm tbc abore a member of a lib·
were gay enough, and we had Charley
«arty
They all made tor a tea

though

oHS

tnX'morX »«eMbla
tti

!£,

SLfwtere

Paul in to sing us some French-Canalea la but a small part of
dlan songs.
toe entertainment. In tbese bouses are
After saying goodby as well as good
who have been educated
night to Linda and her father I followed Joe to his room.
"I won't wake you up In the mornlug, November," I said. "There's nothing like rest and sleep to put you on

!

EB

^proMwo'orftreowlftavlewto

your legs again."
"I've been trying that cure, Mr. Quaritch, and I won't be long behind you."
"Oh, where are you going to?"
"To my shack on Charley's brook.
I'm bind o' homesick like, and that's
the truth."
"But how about Mr. Petersham's
wish to give you a start in his business

"5S

was dually left alone
In the «a bouae- One of ft. girls bad
tbe stalwart »aUor. "d the
sailor had noticed tbe girl.
nnt needed to express admiration, ,in

£Ù«d

S^ftefare

^
girl

in New York or Montreal?"
"I'm not the kind of a guy for a city,
All the chaps 'd get
Mr. Quarltch.
turning round to stare at the poor wild
fella, and I'd sure be scairt to sleep In
one of them up in the blue sky houses

not.» *

as

never left the

for Jack s

geisha girl.

Other persons

came

]1Ck,d',Lnwb«e be

anyway!"

He laughed.
"But you would soon be used to city
ways and perhaps become rich."
"That was what the mink said to the
otter: 'Go you to the city and see the
sights,' says he, but the otter knew
the only way he'd ever see the city
would be around some lovely gal'e

herald

dancing and sinking
«,..on.,ly tbrown toward

w.re

Jack, and,

MMMUrted

££

anJ Je

;

ωβ

was so long was
Tbe place was a

upon.
one. and .be more
the longer they stayed the better

Ipe^nd

^rDΛ1»Γ.«'m«ίrtTΓbΓor.
mak^ ting
by unl«"«

WW

neck."

November Joe had no idea how far I
could read into his fable.
"And what did the otter say?"
"Huh, nothing! He Just went down
his slide into the lake and got chasln'
flsh, and I guess he soon forgot he
missed seeln* the city all right"
"And how about you, Joe?"
"I guess I'll get chasln' flsh, too, Mr.

EFs^orruu=
Hut be knew

English
Si'himself understood. tongue^
He Japanese language.
tbe

He

Quarltch."

--ÎeXSdtï^i^l,,

fore me.
"Why, Joe!" I exclaimed, "you're not
fit to travel."
"I thought I'd go on the cars with

The reason came out when
if he would like to marry

When I arrived at the depot at Priamsvllle in the mornbig, to my surprise I found November Joe there be-

XîTack

%bU. Jack

you, Mr. Quarltch, if you'll have me.
There's a good muny times to change
before we gets to Silent Water, and
I'm not bo wonderful quick on my feet

bad no

—

o.^

glr!'^

kSKHS&s

yet."

He soon grew strong again, and he
wrote me of his trapping and shooting, bo at any rate be is trying to iorget all that he renounced at Kalmacks.
But will Linda have no further word
to say? And if she—

conslderaUon to discover whether .be

Tack counted

to an latroductlon to
the girl, whose name translated from
the Japanese wasAPPle

I wonder.

TUB ESD.

ΙΙηΓ^^ΓηΙ^

Placing the Defendant.
A legal journal says that a suit
brought by a portly man against α little mun with α hacking cough hud gone
to the Jury, at which time it appeared
from the evidence and the instructions
of the court that the big man had won
the cuee. After half an hour the jury

1^°"ν„0>0
o'cS;

»< b

s-'-iSS"
L° ed

was called and asked if a verdict bad
been reached.
"No, your honor," replied the foreman.
"We only want to know which
is the defendant and which is the

so

long that sbe sailed without

quence of the nrokt
r>f the young couple, whicu grc
Γ
controu of marriage was
bounds, * /.nntrnct
by
Irawn up by the hroher uu" β
1Ue"
th« sailor and the geisha girl.
was called upon to make a pi}r
Jack
"
f
"t had come ashore he
when
>* nen he
ment.

plaintiff."

"The large man sitting over there is
the plaintiff, and the small gentleman
dUring a
t
here is the defendant," replied the „»,) brought nil W.
tbi>nl
Judge.
Β- hU meeung
The jury filed back to the jury room.
In a few minutes they signaled that
they had reached a verdict The judge
received it and read:
"We, the Jury, find for the man with
about Linda," he answered shortly;
that: would
the
Κ
marriage
consumption."
he
his
at
got up.
watch,
then, glancing
In tbo
remain
mall
"Just about time to get my
informed
Early Hand Gun·.
ready."
which be bad
flnnnlftn» In 1ΛΠ7 fnnOQ
When Edward IV. returned to Eng- that In the marriage by
for the subject of our conversation land, in 1471, ten years after he sucwas pah,
some
by fte
naturally did not lend Itself to loud ceeded to the throne, he obtained
to the parents of the bride.
theDuko
his
tbe
last
from
brother-in-law,
forces
and
quurduring
besides,
talk,
luis nun uuwciwuic iiv..» w
ter of an hour or so a murmur of of Burgundy, including 300 Flemings
looked Into the fuvoices from tbe verandah had warn- armed with hand guns, thus l)eing the who so far ns be bad
this money would
that
into
ture
shut
expected
had
not
these
We
us
be
careful.
to
Introduce
weapons
to
first
ed
biin through tbe honeythe door leudbig to tbe veranda, as It England. Afterward they became com- it least lunt
However, the amount required
was tbe only one, and we needed It mon. At first they were flred by the moon.
was
Petersham application of a lighted match to the for bis father and mother in law
open for light and air.
assured that he
walked toward it, but, instead of step- touchhole by the hand. The match was Dot large, and lie was
to take care of
ping out, he turned and laid a hand a wick lighted and pressed against the would not be expected
further or be bothered with
them
a
of
any
like a vise on my arm.
invention
The
the
pan.
powder in
Lie had enough mon"Quiet! Quiet for your life!" he lock to Are the powder in place of the them in any way.
him two weeks, and he
last
to
know
over
never
must
"She
of
ey
the
trigger
whispered.
hand was suggested by
of in-

XïwS
Zt i

nequlmf

were here!"
I
"But, Joe, you're mistaken, Joe.
wish it!" It was Linda's voice, ehy
and trembling as I had never heard it.
"Ah, that's all your great goodness,
Miss Linda, and I haven't earned none
of It"
I pointed frantically to the door. We
must shut that door und shut out those
voices, but Petersham swore at me
under his breath.
those hinges
know
"Darn,
you
It can't be
screech like a wildcat!
helped, for It would kill her to know
we

heard a word of this."
We crept away into the farthest corner of the workshop, but even there
phrases floated to us, though mercifully we could not bear all.
"But father would help you, for you
know you are a genius, Joe."
"AU I could ever do lies in the woods,
Miss Linda; woodeways is the whole
of it A yard outside the wood and
we

ALTHOUGH

wouldn't be best—not for you."
November's tone moved me more
than Linda's passion. He was a man ι

harquebus, used by the
soldiers of the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries, in projecting a ball which
weighed nearly two ounces.—London
or

A Rapid Calculation Triok.
of a simple arrangement
of numbers α calculation can be made
which will easily puzzle any unsusIf t lie two numbers
pecting person.
41,000 aud 83 be written out in multiplication form very few will endeavor
to write down the answer directly
without first going through the regular
work. By placing the 3 In front of the
4 and the 8 back of the 0 the answer Is

}lgued

nitely.

It has been said that a sailor hag a
iveetheart in every port. Jack Havafbam had a wife in Tokyo, and it
was not long before temptation came
to bave another in his native .:oun-

t*7. Tbe truth is that for constancy
everything was against him. lie was,
as bas been said, es]>ecially attractive
to women and was constantly beset by
them. On returning to America tbe
crew of the vessel in which he had
sailed from Tokyo was discharged, and
Jack concluded to pay α visit to bis
birthplace on Long Island before shipping again.
Tbe day he arrived at home the first
person be met was Maggie Pixley,
whose complexion of white and red
bad been ripened under the sun and
sea breezes.
Maggie noticed tbe bandsome young sailor, and there was admiration in ber eyes. They bad known
each other as children, but had greatly changed since Jack when a boy of «
fourteen bad gone to sea. But each
saw something familiar in the other

be treated In the same way Is the fol-

lowing: 4,100,580,041,000x83 equals 341.005,800,410,008.—Popular Mechanics.
Tibetan* and Prayer·.
The Tibetans are the most pre-eml-

praying people on the face of the
They have praying stones,
praying pyramids, praying flags flying

nent

earth.

all the
and praying
prayer, "Orn
never out of

houses, praying wheels
mills and the universal
maul pad me haun," Is
their mouths.—Exchange.

Crystal Wedding Anticipated.

"What did he send yon for a wedding

present?"
"Cut glass."

"Ah! Tableware, I suppose?"
"No; a necklace."—London Standard.

Qreaied Torpedoe».
It is not generally known that every
torpedo Is covered over with fine vaseline so as to make it run easily In its
tube as well as to protect the valuable
weapon from mat and sea water.

_

with an Amerlcnn ship trading
lK>tween the east and the west and,
biiding adieu to his Apple Blossom,
Milled away to be gone the greater part
)f a year at least and possibly Indefi-

means

obtained at once, thus: 41,000x83 equals
3,410,008. A larger number which can

over

grwin^wb'lch

mywhere for that matter-was obliged
well
to return to the sea. Ills bride as
but there
is he bewailed tlip situation,
So he
(vas nothing else to l>e done.

Telegraph.
By

portion>

Itave himself up to tbe sweets
cipient matrimony.
When his money was gone, Jack realhim to
izing that there was no way for
make a living In Japan—or on land

The matchlock flred the

the crossbow.

arquebus,

been lovers
when he h;ul ikiiccmI
ago lie had sworn to
He did not consider it
that he had left a

they h:id

children. an«l
with her years
lie true to her.
necessary to say
wife lu Japan,

us

lie walked on. chatting glibly. asking
after this person and that person. Maggie the while looking up into his face
through her brown eyes, revealing by
her smiles a dimple in each cheek and
her white teeth.
The loves of au iiiconstaut man are
very much the same, .lack's were assuredly so. He fell in love as easily
us a ship will rise and fall on a gently
undulating sea. Naturally he was troubled at remembering that there was a
barrier between him and Maggie in his
marriage with the geisha girl, but any
thing that interferes with what we de
sire only renders that desire more keen
Jack couldn't stay at home forever,

for, iu the first glace, he had nothing
laid up and. In the second, we all need
occupation. lie ami Maggie became
lovers, she knowing nothing of his
marriage till he left her to sign on a
new ship: then, when she naturally
showed thai she expected him to speak
his mind and intentions toward her.
not being able to do so honorably, he

made his confession.
It was a great blow to Maggie. She
did not blame him. She only regretted
the barrier that existed between them.
The parting was very sad. both deciar

Ing that there

was

no

use

trying

to

forget each other. They must simply
endure their mutual misfortune.
Six months after his departure Jack
It was not
found himself In Tokyo.
He could not
his wish to be there.
help himself since his ship went there.
He did not avail himself of permission
to go ashore for some time after his

was ordered ashore
du'-·*. The first man he met
was the broker who had made the
match for him with Apple Blossom
"Ah, Mr. Hnversham!" exclaimed the

arrival, but finally

on some

"How you like to marry again?
I find you a fine wife."
"Marry! You son of Satan, I'm married already. You kuow that as well

man.

I."
That
"You marry for six months.
marriage has expired."
"What!"
"You no know our laws In Japan.
Wo have a law that a man marries a
Πβ pay. the
woman for some time.
money to go to the wife's father and
mother. That all right in this country.
Do you suppose I marry a sailor for-

os

ever ?"

"But November would never dare
look so high! He's modest"
"He'll get over that!"
"I doubt it" I said. "Besides, you
How
are reckoning without Linda.
do you know that she"—
"Naturally I don't know for sure

the meanest chap bred on the streets
never have got over It"
beat me easy. I can't thank you
If
done
you'd could
"And what 'ud I have
nor Mr. Petersham tbe way I'd like to,
been killed, Miss Linda?"
Here his
for my tongue le Blow."
"What do you mean, Joe?" said Linvoice fell.
da softly.
"But If yon hate tbe city life so
"I mean that if one of the party I
much
yoa must not go to the city." It
woods
the
In
killed
with
were
got
Linda
was
again. "Live your life in
I'd
right
go
while I was their guide
I love the woods too."
woods.
the
house
a
run
boarding
into Quebec and
"The woodfc la bleak and black
That's ail I'd
or become a politician.
enough to them that's not born among
be good fori"
the trees. Them that's lived outside
alius wants more, Miss Linda."
CHAPTER XVII.
A long Interval followed before tbe
The City or th· Woodsf
became audible again.
voices
Dandy Tomlineon'e
"Oh,
no, no, Joe!"
Joe's
had
through
bullet
passed
clutched my arm once
Petersham
a
ugly
shoulder, it had left very
^
more at the sound.
woodswound, but the young
"You're so young, Miss Linda, you
man's clean and healthy life stood him
don't know. I'd give my right hand
In good stead, and the process of healIt
to believe different but I can't
ing went on rapidly.
We had fetched a doctor from PriamTill·· who left a string of instructions,

I fighting

8

and turned at the same time for another look.

|

"Aren't you Jack Haversham?"
"Yes. And you are Maggie Pixley!"
Jack turned from the way he was
going and walked Maggie's way. That
was the right way for him, because

"Great Scott!"
"I marry Apple Blossom again—twice
since I marry her to you."
"Say it again, you heathen!" cried
Jack, gripping the man on each shoulder and shaking him till his teeth rat-

tled.

"I say it a hundred times. 1 show
you the contract."
"Show it—right off!"
An investigatlou ensued, which convinced Jack that lie had made a limited marriage recognized by the laws of

Japan and considered there perfectly

honorable to both parties. He secured
papers to show that he could be married again In his native country without committing bigamy.
"Well, you satisfied?" asked the
broker.

am mighty well satisfied."
"Then I get you another wife."
"No, you won't!"
"Our law very flue law for sailorman," said the broker urgently.
"1 dare say It Is. It has proved the
best kind for me, but I have no fur
ther use for It."
"You like to see Apple Blossom?"
"No. Why would I waut to see her?"
"Apple Blossom uot married now. I
make a new marriage for you with her

"Yes; I

cheap."

Jack took the little man by the collar
and the seat of the breeches and threw
him up into a cherry tree, where he
clung to the branches while bis client
walked away.
On his way home Jack took very
good care of himself, declining to go
ashore lest he fall under the spell of
some fair damsel, for, though his heart
was really true to Maggie, he knew

that It was not wise to expose himself
to temptation.
When he and his regular sweetheart
met he took her to his arms, she resisting till he assured her that he was
free to marry her. After more transports be explained the Japanese law

by which he had been married.
"That's a very good law," she said.
*for sailors."
Nevertheless Maggie would not con-

sent to marry Jack Haversham till she
had made inquiries and learned that
there is in Japan sufh a marriage law
as he had been married under without
knowing It. Then she consented, but
only when Jack had promised to leave
a seafaring life and remain at home,
where ehe might watch him.

Money Wasted.
young millionaire says be
lolds you in the kindest remembrance.
Ie snya it was nt a party given by you
hat be proposed to bis wife."
"The affair bas unpleasant remlnlsThat was a very ex«nces for me.
tensive party, nnd I save It in the ex·
icctntion that he was going to propose
ο one of my girls."—Louisville Courier·
ouruaL
"That

Investigating.

Blackstone Kent (to partner)—Hare
ou Investigated Mrs. Rrown'e case

to say whether we would
in asking a divorce? Partiel»—Well. I have asked tbe mercanUe agencies for a report on her busband's financial standing.—Richmond

ufflciently
Justified

ie

[imes-Dia patch.

Toronto's Name.
Tbe name of the city of Toronto Is of
ndlan origin, and its meaning la "a
(lace of meeting." Tbe site of Toronυ before tbe arrival of tbe white man
tea an established rendezvous among
be Indian tribes of the surrounding

llatricta

The Grouchy View.
Secretary (writing advertisement)—
Panted, an Intelligent young man, nn-

larried— Old Grouch—Leave out the
Tou said Intelligent,
unmarried."
ildn't

yon?—Exchange.

Wanted More.
"Why did Kate refuse at the party
"
ο sing 'All That I Want Is Love?*

"She refused because It wouldn't be
She wants the vota also."—Ex-

rue.

hange.

Hi· Talents.
"What makes yon think Daubber
will succeed as a painter?"
"He haa the soul of an artist and tfa·
perseverance of a book agent"—Pbilaielphla Ledger.
Bach day la the scholar of yesterday.

—Cyrus.
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THE OXFORD BEARS.

Rev. W. C. Cart»· preached
at the
Congregational
upon Peace
church.
ALL
IN
THE DOINOS OF THE WEEK
Mr. F. P. Chandler and daughter MarSECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
jorie of Auburn spent Sunday at P. S.

ISSUED TUESDAYS.

Ptrli HUL

South Paris, Maine, February 23, 1Q15
&

AT WOOD

K<t it or s ami

FORBES,

Proprittort.

Geokoe M. atwood.

Tkhms :—HJO a

A

E. Fokbes.

It paid strictly In advance.
year. Single copiée 4 cents.

vear

Otherwise f-J.O)

a

Flztt Baptist Church, Bev. G. W. Γ. Hlll.p&bPreaching erery Sunday at 10 AS A. m.
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening service
7
36.
at
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
7
Covenant Meeting the last Friday before
All
the let Sunday of the month at 2 SO P. u.
not otherwise connected axe cordially Invited.
tor.

P. F. Ripley and F. W. Shaw attended
the racing carnival at Poland Satur-

day.

Mies Josephine Cole is at home from
ber teaching at Weatbrook for the

Washington's birthday holiday.

Guests at the Hubbard House
were Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Bryant,
Miss E. D. Delano, C. R. Tower, of Beaton, Mr. and Mra. H. D. Hoegg, Port
land.
Miss Car» D. Cooper, who has been
visiting her niece in Vermont, returned
home Saturday.
Mrs. G B. Shaw is visiting ber daughter, Mrs. F. L. Cotton.
Miss Nellie Marshall, who has been
M.HULE COPIE*.
her sister, Mrs. J. M. Thayer,
Single copies of The Democrat are four cents visiting
eiich. They will be mailed on receipt of price by lias returned to her work.
•he publishers or for the convenience of patrons
Mies Ruth Buck of South Portland has
on
•.ingle copies of each issue have been placed
been a guest at Frank Bennett's during
•«tie at the following places In the County :
the past week.
Howard's Drug Store.
aouth Parts,
Mr. and Mrs. A. Guy Bennett, who
ShurtletTs Drug Store.
Store.
Noyes Drug
have been visiting Mr. Bennett's parents,
Norway,
.stone's Drug Store.
Frank Bennett, have reA. L. Sewton, Postmaster. Mr. and Mrs.
Buckfleld.
turned to Point Anne, Ontario. Leslie
Mrs Harlow, Post Office.
Parts Hill.
Samuel T. White.
West Paris,
Bennett has also returned to the same

All legal advertisements
Advertisements:
are given three consecutive Insertions for $1.90
conper Inch In length of column. Special
tracts made with local, transient anil yearly
advertisers.
•on Printing —New tvpe, rast presses, electric
low prices
power, ex perle no·*· I workmen and
combine to make this <lepartment of our busian>l
ness complete
popular.
—

over

Sunday

place.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Walton Shoes for lîoys and tilrls.
7. L. Merehant A Co.
Make Yourself Happy.
Ν Dayton Bolster Co.

Thomas Smiley.

Horxe Blankets etc.
Blue Store».
Limit Your Spending.
Notice.
Pro fate Notices.
Wanted.

National Forests In the East.
That 5,000,0»*/ acre* of non agricultural laud should be secured by the federal
government in the southern Appalachians and 000,000 acres in the White
Mountain region of New England to
form national forests for the protection
of the watersheds of navigable stream··
iu the easr, is urged by the National Forest Reservation Commission in its latest

report.

The f'omtuission has approved for purchase no far 1,104,529 acres in New
Hampshire, Virginia, West Virginia,
North and South Carolina, Tennessee
and (ieorgi·, in accordance with the
We^ks Ijtw, which appropriated $11,000.000 for this work, though only about
#8,000.000 will have been spent by July
1, when the appro) riation will expire.
Λ further appropriation providing foi
continued purchases until 1920 at the
current ra'e of $2,000,000 a year is re
commended by the Commission. Under
the terms of the Week» Law. passed
March 1, 1911, $1.000,000 was made
available for expenditure pt or to July 1
of that year and *2,000,000 annually
thereafter for five years. Because of
the time required to examine and survey
the lands and negotiate with owners,
the expenditures iu the early years of
the work were less than the amounts

appropriated.

Mrs. Π. L. Scribner, who has been in
λ hospital in Portland for some weeks,
has returned home.
Earl and Eva Dresser of Harrison are
with Mrs. Hubbard for a while.
The circle supper and entertainment,
which was scheduled for Tuesday evening of this week at Cummings Hall, has
been postponed to March 2d.
A. A Jenkius and L. B. Merrill attended the jubilee concert at West Paris

making

improvements.

Ninety-two

the country.
From the appropriation for 1014, there
is an estimated balance of nearly $90,000
remaining, whicb, with what remains of
the $2.000,000 appropriated for the tlscal
year 1915, is still available for additional

purchases.

Here and There.

Chandler'·.
Saturday evening, Feb. 13, Mr·.
Anna, widow of the late Qeorge Planted, passed away at her home on ChapFuneral services were held
man Street.
at the Methodist church Tuesday afternoon, Rev. T. C. Chapman officiating.
Mrs. Piafsted is survived by one daughter, Miss Susie Plaisted. Mrs. PlaUted
was a charter member of Sunset Lodge
of Rebekabs.
Mrs. J. S. Phlpps has been in Betbel
for a short time, and went to Augusta
to attend the governor's ball as the
guest of her brother, Representative Ρ·
L. Edwards.
w
Last Wednesday evening the Y. W. C.
invited their
A. of Gould Academy

friends to listen to an address on "Social Service" given by Miss Webb of
of
Colby College, and Miss Steward, also
Colby, spoke upon •'Immigration."
Both young ladies made their subjects

deeply interesting.

Mrs. Angelia Clark was called home
by the illness of her nephew, Perry Page.
Gould Academy fair will be beld Feb.
25th. In the evening an entertainment
will be given in Odeon Hall.
The town basket ball team went to
Berlin Saturday to play the Berlin T.
M. C. A. team.
Fred Tibbetts has been in Portland
the past week, and Harold Chandler has
been in the bank.
MIDDLE INTERVALS.

A letter from a sister in Denver, Colo.,
over
says: "Tbe winter here is nearly
the first of February, and this winter has
been unusually mild and like April and

superintendent of
schools, E. F. Callahan, is trying to
work for the good of our schools, and
We

are

glad

our

considers the best interests of our town
and children. The calling of the teacher in the public and other schools is
modest, undemonstrative, and yet it has
Wednesday evening.
and is a noble, potential factor in
Benjamin Π. Strout died at his resi- been
and the church.
dence here Thursday morning, at the building up the state
was held at The high moral and religious as well as
age of 29 years. The funeral
of the teachers of
the Baptist church Saturday afternoon, intellectual standard
Mr. America has been one of its richest
attended by Rev. G. W. F._ Hill.
tbe prophecies of
Strout leaves a widow, and is also sur- treasures, aod one of
mission of the
vived by his father and mother, Mr its future greatness. Tbe
it is inand Mrs. Elias Strout, two brothers and teacher is so nearly divino that
cluded as one of the departments of our
a sifter.
great Teacher's work Into which his
Hast Sumner.
children are called, "And God hath set
secThe three days' "Extension School of some in tbe church, first apostles,
prophet··, thirdly teachers."
Agriculture" held in Grange Hall was ondarily
well atteuded and apparently appreciat- (1 Cor. 12:28.)
There is yet logging here, some being
This school is under
ed by all preseut.
some to
the auspices of the University of Maine, hauled to Springer's mill and
and was addressed by Geo. A. Yeaton, Thurston's mill across the river here,
Arthur L. Deeritig and Geo. H. Worden and some is sold to the lumber company
of the University. S >ii Fertility was the at Rumford.
Melcher and son are here occasionally
general topic—how attained and methods required to make it successful—fer looking after their lumber business.
tbe lumber
«ilizers, commercial and home prepared Among those who are in
—drainage and rotation of crops neces- business here are Carter, Stevens, Trask,
and Powers.
sary—application of lime ou certain Farwell, Capen, Osgood
Ellen P. Kimball had some pine cut
Ques«oils, A-c., were freely discussed
the
tions by the school, ably answered by and put on the back of the river
the speakers. The sessions were har- first of tbe winter, and sold to Dunton
Lumber Company, Rumford.
monious and very interesting.
Blanche Kimball has four hens sitting,
Fine dinners were served two days at
:l.e Cougregatioual vestry by the Ladies' and says she is going to buy a cow next
Circ'e at low rate, making the whole af- summer and milk her. She is twelve
fair a pleasant » ccasion for all.
years of age aud a smart girl to work
The meetings wero a decided success, out of doors, ami quite a nurse and cook
and the results must be profitable to if necessary. She liked her teacher.
Miss Blanche Richardson, very much,
those who attended.
in
improvement
On Tuesday evening, Feb. 23d, a party and made marked
from Cauton are to come down and pre marching and singing. We know that
in
be
should
every
sent the drama, "A Fisherman's Luck," music, at least vocal,
the same to be followed by a supper and school room.
of Unioo
dance under the auspices
West Bethel.
Grange.
entertainbest
of
the
"Deep lies the enow,
Decidedly one
Tbe rough winds blow
ments for the winter yet given, was that
Adown the slippery street,
of the illustrated lectures by Rev. NathanThe branches bare
Break here and there
iel F. Atwood of Newfield. His stereop
Under the Ice and sleet."
clear aud
ticon slides were

The lands thus far approved for purchase have been obtained on what are regarded as very reasonable terms. The
average price is ?5.0.'> per acre, involving
exa total expenditure of $5,500,202 21,
clusive of the cost of examination and
survey. About one third of the area is
virgin timberland, and, while most of
the remainder has beeu cut over or culled, much valuable timber is standing on
unusually
In 1U14 the purchases approved
it a.'so.
distinct, and quite different from the
the
at
acres
391,114
relatively
comprised
In btief, it
ones sometimes seen.
low price of $4 96 per acre. Areas in which cheap
would
was very satisfactory, aud many
laud is to be purchased have beeu desig
and like a repetition.
Dated also in Alabama, Maine,
His tine illustrated talk on Sunday
Maryland, but no purchases in these evening on the "Prodigal Son" and bis
states have yet been approved by tbe
illustrated songs were finely rendered
Commission.
and very impressive. A duet by the lec
.Many υι iur irai s w iulu me ucn.* ».
turer and pastor, Rev. J. N.
Atwood,
quired, says the report, present attract- was especially well rendered and appre
ive scenery and afford delightful placée
most worthy exhibition and
A
ciated
in which to travel or rent. Some of the
entitled to good patronage.
most attractive spots have been inacces
town meeting on
annual
Sumner
sible, but the roads and trails which are March let at the
Congregational vestry
being built by the Forest Service will at East Sumner.
make it easier to reach them. Persons
who desire to occupy permanent camp
cast DrUWDIICIU.
sites, or places in which to erect resorts,
bave been vety common of
Accideuts
may obtain them on paymeut of a mod- late, none ho far resulting seriously.
Other special uses which do
erate fee.
Kupert Johnson, son of William John
not injure the forests are likewise perwas injure )
on the Center road,
sou,
have
uses
such
mitted, and demauds for
while sliding, tbe sled running against a
volin
made
considerable
already been
tree.
Dr. Shedd oi North Conway was
ume.
called in consultation.
Since the uses of the acquired lands
The friends of Mrs. Carrie Jewett of
the reare beginning to take form, says
Denmark were pained to bear of her
port, it is becoming clear to the public serious illness at tbe Main General Hosthat the forests are to serve the several
pital, where she went last week for
regions in a number of important ways. treatment. The latest account is more
Perhaps their greatest use is in the con- encouraging. Mrs. Jewett was a resident
trol of forest tires. Roads, trails, and
of East Browntield for a long time.
telephone lines wil! greatly facilitate the
Mrs. H. M. Sanborn left on Wednes
on
the
protection from tire not only
for Florida and California. She will
day
on
also
but
land
private
government's
her brother, Phineas Mozcy,
accompany
national
to
the
and state lands adjacent
ami wife. She will make an extended
forest*. In addition, the range can be vi»it.
the water remore completely utilized,
Charles Harm >n died Sunday night
sources will be mure readily available to
Funeral on
Wednesday. He was 61
the public and the general use of the
years of age, and has always lived in
mountains will be increased.
Browntield.
The Forest Service has already begun
C. 0. Stickney is in Boston for a fewmiles of roadway. 520 miles of trail, and
25 miles of telephone line have been
constructed. This work can be still
further extended as soon as proceeds
from timber sales begin to come in, as
10 percent of the forest receipts is specifically set apart by law for road and
trail construction. Not only will the lo
calities affected benefit ία this way, but
it is provided by law also that 25 percent
of the forest receipts be paid over to the
counties affected for roads and schools.
TM virgin timberland which is being
acquired contains many trees that are
overmature, and the stands partially cut
certain kinds of timber
over contain
which were not utilized at the* time of
lumbering. These lands, where there is
a sale for the timber at fair
prices, will
be freed of this deteriorating material,
as well as of such other mature growth
as can be spared from the forest without
impairing its protective influence. The
policy of administration in these forests
will call for numerous small timber con
tractors living near at band and working
in the timber all or a part of the year.
Those who may desire to live on government land will have every opportunity
to develop comfortable homes, and u«e
available cleared patches for their gar
dens and crops. Thus, says the report,
the forests will be made permanent, and
thriving forest communities will be
built up.
The forests will also serve as practical
demonstrations of forestry in the production of successive crops of timber.
Government ownership and management
of these extensive areas in the eastern
mountains will further benedt the counand aid
try by providing encouragement
for the mouotain people in using the rebest
advantage.
to
sources of the region
The nation is getting, from this acquisition of national forests in the east, the
added advantage of a large and important region turned to its natural use and
made permanently productive, while the
protection of watersheds will, in a large
measure, produce immunity from both
flood and low water in a vast section of

Sunday

May now."

day 8.

Oxford
I .eon Twitcbell is at Dr. King's hospital, where he has been operated upon.
He is reported as doiog well.
The family of Dr. H. R. Farris is
quarantined. Mrs. Farris is ill with

diphtheria.

T. A. Roberts W. R. C. observed the
birthdays of Washington and Lincoln oc
Saturdav, Feb 20
The intermediate and primary school·

«

"Let ue leather up the sunbeams
Lying all arouml our path;
Let

u?

Seep the whrat anil

roses.

Locke's

Let ue ύη<1 the sweetest comfort
In the blessings of to day,
With the patient band removing
▲11 the brier· from our way."

Homer Smith is working for W. A.
Bragg on the cart of the Grand Union
Tea Co.
Many teams are still hauling birch and
maple bolts from Mason to the mill in

this village.
Prank G. Sloan is in this place every
Friday with fresh fish, and has many
customers.
The Bethel town report was issued
and distributed last week, and shows us
where our tax money goes.
Spring is drawing near and a few pack
peddlers and rag and rubber buyers have
already thawed out.
Much less snow than usual has fallen
here this winter, and nçarly all that has
come thus far has been crusted, so there
have been few drifts and no spots of
bare ground.
Hibron.
After the opening exercises at the
meeting of the W. R. C. Friday, the 12th,
it was voted to hold an open meeting,
and the teacher and children of the village school attended, and the exercises
given by the children in honor of Lincolu day were very pleasing and appropriate. The children here bought pic
tures of Washington and Lincoln for the
school honse and brought them to the
meeting. After the exercises the W. R

Miss'

Wells and Miss Whittier went to Boston

In

Dr. Graves from
town last week ti'ting glasses.
Mrs. Helen Bryant is the guest of Mr.
aud Mrs. Ordell Bryant at South Portland.
Roscoe Cnmmings, who has been stopping at Owen Demerrit'· in Ketcbum, is
now with bis son, Elmer Cummings.
Quite a crowd attended the entertainment given by the Girls' Club last Mon
day eveniDg, although it was very
stormy.
Miss Mildred Chapman went to Portland Thursday.
Two new windows are being made in
the school house. J. C. Littlefield is do
ing the work.
Mrs. Lola Foster spent the day Friday
in Bethel.
Miss Edith Cross of Portland was the
week-end guest of Mrs. J. C. Littleheld.
were

given by

F. O.
Stanlev, president of the board of trustees, at his home in Newton where
they were very handsomely entertained.
Harry Barrows went to Boston last
week on a visit to bis sister and other
relatives.
The Ladies' Circle met with Mrs.
Dwyer Tuesday. Eighteen ladies and
two babies were present.
The boys of Atwood Hall gave tbeir
annual reception Wednesday evening,
and a very pleasant time is reported,
Herbert Bowman spent a few days
with friends in Buckfleld recently.
J. E. Bartlett of Boston Is spending a
few days with hla parents, Mr. and Mrs.
W. A. Bartlett.

banquet,

which

was

me

Sleeve ii

Class

tory.

The blgb tohool close· for the winter
term March 5tb, and the spring term
open· March 22d.

Thursday evening, Feb. 18, the regular
meeting of the school literary aooiety

t
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Episode

An

of the

War·

European ! !
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By MARTHA V. MONROE

j

1
held and a» excellent program waa νΊΊΜ'ΜΙ W H4H41 HI* Mill
of tbe sophomore
class. ▲ social followed the meetiog.
Λ young until in khaki nniform stepNext meeting to be held Friday afterttie curb
noon, March 6tb, to be opened aa a par- jH'tl toward u cab standing by
ents' meeting. All parenta and frlenda in Oxford circus. London. and wue
Special met at the cab door by a tall, atbletic
are oordlally invited to attend.

waa

prepared by tnembera

program and refreshmenta.
Monday evening tbe ladies of the
Buckfield Literary Club delightfully entertained tbe members of tbe Nezlnscot
History Clnb at Grange Hall. A litgood
as erary and muaical program waa given,
was
presented
evening'a program
all to- consisting of readings, piano and vocal
given in last week's paper, and
music with Mis· Barden of West Pari·
affair.
a
was
satisfactory
very
gether
as soloist.
Dainty refreshments were
Mrs. L. H. Penley was at Locke's
and in spite of inclement weather
Mills Friday to attend the birthday par- served,
and bad traveling there was a good atty of a friend.
Several of our people are in very poor tendance.
Tuesday evening Rev. Mr. Atwood of
health, among whom are Chandler CurMass., gave a atereopticon lecture
tis, Mrs. MelindaTuell, Eldron Stearns, Carver,
church,
on Palestine at tbe Baptist
James Lapham, S. W. Dunham, Mrs. H.
which was much enjoyed by the few
W. Dunham, Mrs. Edwin Jackson.
Osborne
Rev.
Mr.
Wednesday
Miss Marie Willis of Norway was the present.
F. of Lewleton preached, and Thursday and
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. L.
Lamb spoke.
Pastor
to
nights
Friday
Willie, Wednesday night. She came
Meetinga will be continued this week,
attend the concert.
it is hoped that some out-of-town
Mrs. William Stearns of Stearns Hill and
pastors may be present for one or more
is in very poor health.
services.
Mrs. Mary Andrews of South WoodMrs. £. A. Prince and Master Evan
stock, who came to visit her son, Fred
Shearman of Portland are here for a
Andrews, about a week ago, Is sick and
week.
confined to the bed. ^
Miss Helen Morton of Portland ia the
L. M. Mann was at the Milton mill a
guest of Miss Sadie Spaulding.
few days last week.
baa been sick for a
Stanley DeCoster
Tbe program given at West Parle
N
Grange Saturday, Feb. 13, was as fol- week.
Mr. and Mra. Ν. E. Morrill have both
lows:
been ill, but are now gaining.
Opening song, Auld Lang Syne.
Remarks on marketing fruit,
Dlckvale.
G. A. Yeaton, Augusta.
Madeline Peabody, Doris Field
Piano duct
of Weld Is visiting
Idella
Misa
Wyman
Kimball
Ola
Song-Baby's Ball
her grandparents, Mr. and Mra. John
Vocal duet-My Love nearest
Mrs. White, Mr. Churchill Wyman.
Mrs. Alice Wood
Solo,
Mrs. Arthur Child, Mr·. D. C. ChenRemarks on Grange Work
Ε. Π. Llbby, Auburn ery and Mra. B. C. Putnam attended the
Cast of characters :
Farce—A String of Pearls
moving pictures at West Peru Saturday
E. L. Porter, Harold Porter, Mrs. Porter, Marevening.
tha Porter, Uorls Flold, Pearl Ladd.
Mrs. Abbie Irish has been very ill
with grippe, but U better at tùis
Bryan t'a Pond.

writing.

Announcement has just been made
of tbe sixth annual military ball, coming
March 4th, under the auspices of Mt.
Christopher Company, No. 41. The Imperial Orchestra of Berlin bas been engaged for the occasion. The grand concert will commence at 8 o'clock to be
followed by the company drill. Capt.
Freeman M. Morse, hall director, H. Al-

looking man in a cutaway coat and
silk tiat. The gentleman looked about
bim for another vehicle, but, not seeing any. said to thè young soldier:

"Perhaps if we happen to be going
the same way we can both use the

cab."

"I'm going to Westminster abbey."
"And I go to Downing street. That
will be very little out of the way if at
all. Get in."
The youngster entered the cab, followed by the other, who tirst gave
some directions that the soldier did
not bear.
"Are yon a resident of London?" asked the young man by way of opening
conversation.
"I am."
"I'm a stranger. I'm from Canada.
I came over with the troops that landI've got leave for
ed the other duy.
the day to go sightseeing. I shall take
In the abbey first"
"You'll find It very interesting."
"By the bye, you, being a Londoner,
can perhaps tell me how to get to this
place." And he banded the gentleman
sitting beside blrn α paper on which
was written the name of a suburban
town.

"To go there you take the PaddingHe'll
Tell the driver.
ton station.

know."

"I can't go today, 1 have so much to
When 1 go back to Montreal—if
I live through the war—everybody will
ask me, 'Have you seen this and have
you seen that in London?' and I don't
want to say I haven't So 1 told the
young lady who llvee at that address
she must come to camp to see me Insee

Will Dixon has returned from a visit
to his daughter, Mrs. H. L. Fuller, at
Hale. He ia working for Oecar Putnam.
Mrs Ray Tyler and little daughter
have returned from Boothbay.
Mrs. Nathan Bisbop was quite ill
stead of my taking up the time granted
Tuesday. Dr. Sturtevaut was called.
me for leaves to go out of town on α
his
is
Weston
sister,
visiting
Billy
railway.''
Mrs. Jane Saunders.
ton Bacon, prompter.
Carl White and hi· mother, also Ed"Which mean* that you are engaged
Prof. Elmer R. Bowker is at homo ward and Llewellyn Farrar spent Sunday
to her?"
from Connecticut for a few days, his with their brother· at Pleasant View
I "That's just what it does mean, sue
school having been temporarily closed Farm.
Her fawas brought up In Canada.
on account of an epidemic In town.
a year ago.
to
I
ther
came
England
Dr. Ralph M. Bucknam, formerly a
Maine News Notes.
resident here, now a practicing physiI When the war broke out and you felcian Id Los Angeles, Cal., is Id town for
I lows over here called cn us Canudlans
He was called to Maine by
a few days.
I, i. reported « Λ ».>°«
I to help you out I thought It would be
the serious illness of his mother, who re- Ι· <« b°y »
I a good opportunity to come over and
old
ol
th.
bud
hand cars to take
sides in Lewiston.
ρ
So I enlisted."
see her.
we„
York
been
for
New
left
R.
Billings
Benj.
The gentleman cast a side glance at
tb. Mal». ce».
Tuesday, where he will attend the anI his companion, but said nothing.
tral will now adopt them.
nual Sportsmen's Show.
Mrs. Pearl Muller and son Freddie are
"Do you thiuk it will be much of a
Whlekeae on tho Kennebec above
visiting friends in Portland this week.
fight?" asked the youngster.
The prizes for speaking at tbe Lincoln
"A very big fight"
Day entertainment have been awarded
"Well, I don't mind seeing some servand
Madeline
to Raybnrn Hathaway
I
ice. I dare say It will be a valuable
Flint.
and In some pieces open water has
I experience. Of course I don't want to
There was a large crowd present at tbe
seen all winter.
I get killed. Gladys—I mean Miss Arkof
exhibition bere last

''ifth, Ζ».
STS oTiSSb." .o'd

^^^«°νΐη^Χ^η"%ΐ1ΪΓθΰ^ΓΓοη

Saturday

"Quin-

Adams Sawyer," by Bragdon of
South Paris. Bis entertainments are
drawing good audiences every week.
cy

»?
Knifes?
morning.

I right; she's

my fiancee, you know—she

don't like the Idea"—
"Arkrlght?" Interrupted the gentleman—"Samuel Arkrlght's daughter?"
Death was instantaneous the
"Yes. Do you know him?"
West Sumner.
through the heart She
"Quite well."
The Ladies' Aid of the Baptist church leaves her bneband and one dauguie
will serve a dinner in the vestry next
I "My name is Glover—James Glover
William Morrin, aged22.
I of the th Canadian foot. Γ suppose
Wednesday, Feb. 24th.
—

during

store

Will—Erland Waterman.
Presentation of Gift·—Marion Thurlow.
Oration—Lerone Damon.
Essay—Arthur Cobb.
Essay—Angle Kowe.
Clsss Poet—Arthur Cobb.
Honor part·, valedictory and salut?-

Orcheatra. Caody, oorn balls and ice
sale daring the evening. Price
10 and 20 cents. Dancing 25 cents. Proceeds to be given suffering Belgians.
Dr. Littlefleld was called here professionally one day last week.
Dexter Gray's family have gone to
live with Mrs. Gray's mother, Mrs. Blcknell, who owns a hoase on Depot Street,
and Charles Curtis has moved bis famthe
ily from Mrs. Bucknam's rent into forrent in H. W. Dunham's building
merly occupied by the Grays.
Mrs. John P. Wood Is training the
high school scholars for a prize speaking
contest to be given in the near future.
Mrs. Wood was the guest of Mrs. Lewis
Mann two or three days last week.
The entertainment given by the Ladies' Social Circle of the Free Baptist
church last Wednesday was pleasing and
of
well attended, and the afternoon sale
and
quilts, aprons, home-made candy The
received
patronage.
food
cream on

Chandler and Crockett have started
Town meetings next Monday.
w(#k in the sawmill. Earle Brown of
The Lenten season has begun.
Buckfleld is working for them.
The price of flour Is quite unsettled.
Mrs. Geo. West spent Friday with
Februin
better
never
were
The roads
friends at Paris Hill and South Paris.
ary.
Miss Edith Bradford was a week-end
Dry wood is becoming very scarce.
guest of Dr. and Mrs. H. F. At wood of
Mrs. W. D. Mills was in Bangor last Buckfleld.
week.
fir. and Mrs. James Buck have reRobert Zdwards is working in a shoe- turned from a two weeks' visit to Aushop in Auburn.
burn and Lewiaton.
Cleveland Waterbouse is working in a
The Snow Bonnd Reading Club will
mill in Northwest Albany.
meet with Mrs. W. T. Bisbee next
Robert Gilbert was quite unwell lust Thursday.
we-k and attended by Dr. Tibbetts.
·—
Harry N. Head has been tending
East Bethel.
his illness.
for Mr. Gilbert

Dr. Austin Tenney of Portland, and to attend the Hebron Academy alumni
New Sharon

The class

"Set posing

Casting out the thurne ami chaff.

preparing an entertainment, flag
drill, etc., for Monday, F»*b 22.
The drama, "Brother Josiali," presented by the junior class of tbe high
C. gave a nice treat to all.
school, was very successful.
Miss Whitman,
Dr. Sargent,
Mills.
are

Buclcfleld.
part· for the aralor olass of
An entertainment will b· given by the
It Buokfleld High School bave been asalgnEastern Star, Wednesday, Feb. 24
will constat of moaio and η oomedy In ed m follow·:
Valedictory—Helen March.
three acts entitled "Maidens AH ForSalutatory—Lena Russell.
lorn." A danoe will follow the enterClass History—Hat tie Russell.
Milliken's
mnsio
Class
Good
by
tainment.
Prophecy—Mildred 8ampson.
WMt Pari·.

Bethel.

North Stoneham.
Mrs. Eva Richards and two little
daughters, Nellie and Ruth, of East
East Watertord.
Stonebam, visited her mother, Mrs.
the
L. E. Mclntire attended
meeting Maud McAllister, a few days hist week.
Mrs. Rovene Andrews has gone to
and bauquet of the New England HoiStow to visit relatives.
stein-Friesian Club in Boston the 13th.
Goldte and Alice Adams are at home,
The wives of L. E. and B. 0. Mclntire accompanied them to Aagusta this their schools having finished for the
week and attended the governor's re- winter vacation.
Muriel and Hester McKeen visited
ception and ball.
Elizabeth Verrill, who has been stay- tbeir sister, Beryl Andrews of North
ing with her great-aunt, Mrs. Wardwell, Love)!, Tuesday.
Charlie Wentworth from Fryeburg is
in Albany, is spending tbe week with
her mother, Mrs. Brownie Verrill, after driving Lyman Chute's new horses.
H. B. McKeen has finished work at
which she will go to Bethel to live.
Mrs. M. D. Washburne is recovering Lovell Center and will haul spruce for
Dick Fleck from Bartlet tboro.
from a severe attack of bronchitis.
Howard Allen has been helping E. S.
Mrs. C. S. Mclutire was called to Albany Tuesday by the Illness of her fa- Bartlett with his chores.
ther, Cbas. Stone.
Wilson's Mills.
Mrs. Harold Merrill is with her parMrs. Lizzie Bennett is on tb^atck list,
eils, Mr. and Mrs. Chester French, at
and co'.fined to her bed, also the little
North Norway a few days.
P. L. Davis is running the board saw daughter of C. T. Fox. Dr. Noyea of
in Fred Kilgore's mill in Risbee'own.
Colebrook was called to see ber Sunday
Bad colds are prevalent.
night, and pronounced it pueumonia.
Mrs. Mary Wilson is helping in caring
West Lovell.
for her.
Mrs. Arthur Llttlebale has taken her
In last week's item* It should read, J.
for medioal
C. Howard is workiog for Alonzo Lord. little daughter to Colebrook
Her mother, Mrs. Percy
Silas McDaniels of Kesar Falls is visit- treatment.
boose for ber while
is
ing his cousins, G. W. Andrews and Car- Ripley, keeping
she is gone.
oline Fox.
Mrs. Eliza Wilson has so far recovered
Rev. Mr. Pisber of Center Lovell called on his parishioners Friday and Toes- from her fall the first of the winter as to
be down stairs.
day.
The entire family at H. W. Pickett's
Mr. and Mrs. James Brown of East
been sick the past week with the
have
Fryeburg visited at Caroline Fox's Tues-

Spring-like weather, and the crows
have returned.
Miss Mary Dresser has olosed her
school here for tbree weeks' vacation,
which she will spend at her home in
North Waterford.
Miss Marjorie Dobson has closed her
school in the primary department, and
will spend part of her vacation in Bethel.
Z. W. Bartlett made a business trip to
Norway last week.
Mrs. Etta Bartlett has gone to Berlin,
Ν. H., for several weeks' stay with relatives there.
attended the
Mrs. M. E. Kimball
Maine State Grange lecturers' conference at Bangor Feb. 16 and 17.
Urban Bartlett was at home from
business college in Portland for the
week-end.
Alder River Grange are preparing
"Tbo Prince of Liars" to be presented,
followed by a dance and supper, Friday
evening, Feb. 20

Mr. and Mrs. Burhoe have moved into
the P. A. Wheeler bouse.
Oilead.

Mrs. Irving Leigbton was in Gorham,
H., last Wedoesday.
Mrs. Julia Loeler left here Sunday
for her home in Canada.
Georgia Bisbee is spending a few days
with her mother, Mrs. Harris McKeen,
in Shelburne, Ν. H.
Mrs. Florence Bryant went to Berlin,
Ν. H., last Wednesday.
Earl Coffin was in Bethel one day last
week.
There were Catholic services held at
the echo! house Feb. 21st.
John Richardson is hauling bard wood
to G. E. Leighton'a mill.
Mrs. Fred Wilson is working for Mrs.
F. B, Coffin.
Alice Le'Breton of Shelburne, Ν. H.,
was a recent guest of Florence Bryant.
Samuel Carver and son of Berlin, Ni
H., were in town last Thursday.
Washington Newell was In Gorham,
Ν. H., last week.
Frank Coffin went to Augusta last
Thursday on business.
Bert Curtis met with a painful accident last Wednesday, when a four-horse
load of lumber which be was driving
went over hia foot.
Mrs. Mary Fagan bas been attending
the lecturers' convention at Bangor this
week.
Alice Bisbee is spending a few days
with relatives in town.
Mary Dyer was in Gorham, Ν. H., reΝ.

cently.

Mason.
Miss Marjorie Barker has finished
work for Mrs. A. M. McKenzie and returned to her home In Albany.
D. W. Cnshing and son Gerald were is
Berlin last Saturday.
Mrs. McKenzie of Boston IsMrUitlng at
J. A. McKenzie1·.
Robert Schenk of Norway visited Myron Morrill Saturday and Sunday.
Fred Wheeler and Wallace Dunn have
finisbd work for Morrill and Westleigh.
Moses Bennett bad the misfortune to
drop a stick of pnip on hia foot, causing
a painful bruise.
The Step Lively Club met with Mlaa
Irene Morrill Thursday evening.

Ii seems to be calmly accepted in this
Van Horn case, that if his act in blowing
was "politiap the Vanceboro bridge
cal," nothing can be done bat to release
bim.
Perhaps Van Horn, if a German
Waterford.
soldier, bas a right to commit an act of
war on Canadian soil, and then take refMrs. F. A. Damon has gone to Bemis,
whence be
uge in the United States,
Maine, to visit her daughter, Mrs. P. A.
Certainly could not be surrendered if it
Ripley.
was simply an act of war against CanMrs. J. C. Harvey has returned from
ada. What puzzles us is, has any citizen
her visit to Twin Mountain, Ν. H.
with the
or soldier of a oaticn at peace
The school in the Temple Hill district
United States a right to destroy a bridge
baa a recess until Monday.
of the
one end of whicb reste on the soil
At Bemia, Feb. 10, to the wife of P. A.
owned
by
United States, which is partly
Ripley, a son.
in
it
used
and
by
a Maine corporation
J. C. Harvey was drawing bark to
prevailing distemper.
road? Such day.
common with the Canadian
Roland Ripley has been sawing wood Norway laat week.
Dana McAllister 1· catting bis :oe.
not
be
technically
act
may
a "political"
F. A. Damon finished drawing bark
for E.
Mrs. Oris LeBaron is at her mother's by gasoline power the past week
in coma violation of oar neu'rality, but
and pulp to Norwar Tuesday.
S. Bennett.
,—
st Harbor, Fryeburg.
is.
it
seoee
certainly
mon

<Griewol^ODf^iyK,bTcare.
b7f»0

killed at

cauKht

;V;rrC,»,'

sbMte5°»l the at.tloo.
I

to

assist the train crew

while

I you

have met my fiancee?"

"Oh, yes, I know Cladys Arkrlght"
being
she?" looking up
Mor.1. ... *« j "Nice girl, Isn't
I wistfully for the stranger's approval
of the girl he loved.
In their work.
"Gladys Is a lovely girl."

I By

this time the cnb had

stopped

got out.
ι/, ι.»» »·"'·" f°.r looojl and"Tothethegentleman
abbey," he said to the cabV»"; I man, handing
him the fare, then to
rst.'SS*o?,..»''«-h?.h :«
for
"Much

George Kn.h, 35,

.

a,.d

l«b°rer,

.»

acI the Canadian:
obliged
When you see
I commodating me.
I Gladys give her my love."
"Who shall I say?"
I But before the other could reply he

I was

na'ed Kev.

η

y

Γο'ί' ti. Jlwo

TJunnack is
Street Uetbodle.

buttonholed by α man. and as he
entered the building for which he was
I beaded half a dozen others surrounded

blm.
Private James Glover visited Westchurch at AoRueta, and
prominent
the Tower of London
Progressive during the state °at°pa R I minster abbey,
; I and various other sights. Wherever he
Other candidates
I was recognized ns a Canadian soldier
I he met with kindly greetings. Every
inquiry he made was responded to with
M»dls0°· M"> p""nt alacrity, and an old gentlemun of sevlibrarian.
enty volunteered to take him to see
^
τ
Richards of Gardiner, several curiosities of which he had not
heard. When he returned to camp he
was Informed that his regiment would
be moved the next day to a channel
port to be carried to France. lie had
I barely time to write a brief goodby to
m.o.Rer. ol national hoinee
was a

^ΠΓΰ.ΓΓ»

BmrjT

JgtâS&SST*L£
essr^ijsszj^ss
isww»'·1 ""
PL·
e^ml

«ρί: V>·«
ÏV.ÏT.ÏÏ1S·c
^Vn^h«
civil
during
the

la"» at present the judge of
navv

court of the

city

of Rockland.

war

the police

his sweetheart before he turned in for
the night and was up before the sun
the next morning.
Young Glover found the trenches in-

deed an experience,
navlng come
The torai
total lumber
cut for the present I from a cold climate, he stood winter
lumu
Penobscot, and weather fairly well. Ills Introduction
to natural war was like that of most
other men who for the first time listenI ed to the din of battle. He was badly scared. But they were making votin those days, and the
rWer cut eraus rapidly
Canadian soon got that control of
himself which marks the difference be-

^rbVrh^Ki't^c^f^

sSàsSiiï:
.ai.S.tid ·ί

th. Hr« ol th. eeaeon.

tween a

raw

recruit and a

lost consciousness of everything but
JJote bow neatly the B»0|»r Ne·, What he and his comrades were doWhen he shot at the enemy be
«izes up one situation over In that city. I lng.
shot as he would at a flock of birds.
I not because he had any animosity toward them, but because of the excitement he wa- under.
to
many
0»e day after a long cannonading on
to
I thb part of the allies the order was
given to charge the trenches. Glover
I was back of a line of bayonets moving
Ranffor
All this on account of the au at double quick pace across a field
journment of the February criminal term when suddenly he was turned comof the supreme court on Saturday..
pletely round, then fell lu a heap. The
close connection between cause and el- Germans' fire was so murderous that
would furnish a fruitful topic of
his comrades, reaching a depression In
and argument on the part of the
while myriads of
medial and psychological an· the earth, dropped
Familiar faces are again seen all sorts of missiles passed ονιτ them.
I Then re-enforcements came, passed on
and were driven back to the allies'
trenches,
leaving their dead and
I wounded beblud them.
until next September.
That night Glover lay on the battleNow and again the glare of
field.
Shows How Rivers are Measured.
searchlights fell on objects about him.
To show the way in which rivers are
giving a ghastly hue to everything and
gaged—that Is, how the volume of run- intensifying that on the faces of his
ning streams is measured—by the Unit· dead and wounded
companions. Toed States Geological Survey, the exhibit
maintained by the Survey at the Pana- ward morning there was a lull In the
ma-Pacific Exposition, in San Francisco, firing of cannon, and after daylight
will Include a display of automatic another dash was made from the algages, run by electricity, wblob record liée' liqfs. and the ground captured was
the fluctuating heights of water of an ar- held
long enough to remove some of
tificial river—one
flowing through a I the wounded. But Glover was not
tank. The work of measuring the flow
the number.
of the various streams of the United among
States every day in the year and some of
During the day many things were
them several times a day affords an in- running through bis brain, among
valuable basis for the study of our water others his words to the gentleman who
resources.
Upon the data thus obtain- had ridden with him In the cab from
ed engineers depend In working out Oxford circus to
Downing street The
plans of water-power development, Irri- wounded man remembered the flipgation, drainage—in fact, every project
pant way in which he had s|>oken df
In which running water is a factor.
war and the experience it would give

;r rr"h.«
the'doors,

f^

pelrsons^wLk

jatsssaasj'^iSBc".

?ect
inV.ion
fead Sg
horffes.
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STOP THAT COUGH—NOW

When you catch cold, or begin to
the first thing to do is to take
Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey. II penetrates the linings of the throat and lunas
and fights the germs of the disease, giving quiok relief and natural healing.
"Our whole family depend on Pine-TarHoney for ooughs and colds," writes Mr.
Ε Williams, Hamilton, Ohio. It always
help·. 25c. at jour druggist

cough,

him.

Experience!

taste of Inferno.

Call It

ruther

a

During the day the field on which
was lying was fought over,
being lost and retaken by each side

Glorer

half a dozen times. On one of theee
advances l>y the English he was carried back to their trenches and In due
time sent to England with a load of
mounted comrades. Arriving In Lob-

V

u

Facts and Evidence

be able to return to the front.
One morning be was told that durhoning the day the hospital would be
ored by a visit from u member of the
cabinet
Thinking it about time be
tidied himself up. be asked bis nurse
for a basin In which to wash his bands
and face, and when tbe barber came
to make bis dally round Glover reshuve since he was
ceived the

To Show
nothing pleases us more than to
have the opportunity of showing
and

you that

^first

wounded.
At 3- o'clock In the afternoon there
was a stir among the attendants, the
door of tlie ward in which Glover was
man
lying was thrown ορ»·η. and a tall

a
otiicer and the difference between
While the
subaltern aud a general.
asked
stranger was advancing lie had
wbo he was aud was told that he was
lyord Kitchener, secretary for war aud

be the greatest living
organizer or an unity. Glover, remembering hosv he had tuiked familiarly
with one so far above him in rank.

acknowledged

to

This is What Our Customers
"We have had

!

I

I
I
I
I

I
I

to I
ing In the cab in Glover's cotnpnuy
recognize him on meeting him again I
if he I
Glover was more thankful than
had missed an exploding shell.
Not long after this Glover was in- I

I
I
I

they

had shared a cab with Glover—In other
words, the secretary for war. He stop
ped to speak to Gladys and to tell her
that he was sorry he had not the time
to

atteud her

wedding.

way. but
Glover looked
Gladys Insisted on Introducing him to
This time the secretary
her friend.
looked at Glover with a more fixed atthe other

fentlon and remembered him.
"1 think, be remarked, "that I bave
Did we not some
■«ecu you before.
months ago ride in the same cab?"
"We did. and since then I have had
•uitflclent experience in war to last me

whole lifetime."
"So I observe," remarked the secre
tary. looking attentively at the empty

η

sleeve.

Mr. and Mrs. Glover have returued
to Canada, where the husband is the
recipient of much attention. His friends
do what they can to get him to tell of
his service at the front and he will
Boinetimes accommodate them. Fortu
nately for him they would rather hear
about this than the sights of London

better

a

Every

into

our

last

one

had."

They

Τ !
store and say "I want to order another Price suit.
I had is the best suit I ever owned and the best fit I ever
There's no argument to sell the second Ed. V. Price ■■·'».
r.
what they have done. Try one this
show you Ed. V. Price & Co. suits that have I een

sell themselves

We

can

without

a

■

on

shape

than two years that hold their

worn more

break, colors absolutely fast.

Linir.^s

and fit.

Spring Samples
Look Over the New Styles

See the 500 New

makes no <1 Teryou don't want the suit now. That
We are taking orders now for May and June delivery. Orence.
der your suit now, take it when you want it.

Perhaps

I
I

F. H. Noyes Co.

I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I

Norway

(2 Stores)

South Paris

Ζ. L. MERCHANT & CO.

I

I

I
I
I
I

to the New Season

Looking

j

I

Even

I

I
I

though

there is

]

I

I
j
I
I

For

some

around the

and the

new

!

I

time past

days

ahead for the

little winter in front of

a

everybody knows that just
warm days of Spring.

Spring goods

corner are the

bright

preparing

away

to

now,

have been

we

that you

looking forward
now coming in.

are
are

us,

NEW GINGHAMS. NEW PERCALES. NEW
CREPE CHIFFON. NEW DRESS.SKIRTS

I
i

I
I
I
I
I

ADO SILK WAISTS

I

I
I
I

|

Still in Progress

Inventory Sale

Our After

This sale is intended

to clear away all

Winter

Coats,

the
Suits, broken lines and odd lots of Merchandise and
PRICES ARE MADE WITH BUT ONE THOUGHT,

ascent. Among the many distinguished
persons present was George Washington, then president of the United
The start was made 10:03
States.
o'clock, and as the hulloon began to
uscend the aeronaut waved the United
Suites flag and the tricolor of France.
The voyage lasted forty-six minutes,
during which the balloon traveled
fifteen miles, descending a little to the
eastward of Cooper's Ferry. X. J.
Blanchard returned to the city about

NAMELY A

QUICK CLEARANCE.

Offer

Special Subscription
During

0Λ0 In the evening, and Immediately
pajd his respects to President Wash
ingtou. Following tills ascension, dur
the year he made a number of others,
but owing to lack of public support
and Insufficient funds of his own. In-

ed

this month of February

subscriptions

March

or

April.

Designer
only renewal

Not

we

that

for the

tend this ofler to any

returned to France sadly disappointed at Ills success In Amortca.—Phlladel
phla Tress.

new

will accept renewexpire this month,

orders but

we

will

ex-

subscriber.

Only 30 cents for 12 consecutive
issues of the big improved Designer.
Now is the time to subscribe.

In th*

imposing sight.
blue velvet mantle with

regalia is
a

by city tailors and paid more
fit, if as good, as you give us

suits made

"We don't understand how you can do it without a try-on.
tailors generally require one to three try-ons and then oftentimes we get poor fits." Price suits fit the first time.
season we are increasing our list of customers who con.e

First Balloon Ascension In America.
The first balloon usceuslon In Amer
lea took place In Philadelphia on Jan.
9, 171)3. The aeronaut was a Frenchman named Blanchard. He scoured the
yard of the Walnut street prlsou as
the place from which to make the

A Knifht of the Garter.
knight of the Gorter dressed

Say About Them.

City

At any mention of the latter subject
;
he shuts up like a mouse trap.

A

our

money for them but never had
with the Price make."

em- I
by his description. He was so
I
barrassed at having conversed famil
I
iarly with the secretary for war thai
I
he could not bring himself to teil her
of the episode. At any rate, he put off I
I
doing so.

As soon as Glover was us well us he
would ever be—he'd lost an arm—a
wedding day was fixed for his and
Gladys' marriage. (Juu day when the
pair were shopping together in l»udon
met on the street the man who

Outclassed

Be

Cannot

over

formed that he was to be discharged
from the service on account of disubilas
Ity. lie was as much disgruntled
As soou as
his tlancee was pleased
he was well enougli he was removed
to her home, where he received her
constant attention. He had spoken to
her of having met one who knew her.
but she could not Identify the person

Co.

CUSTOM CLOTHES

I
his face to .*»>old recognition, but bel
realized that this would not be allow- I
I
able. The secretary for war approached his bedside, spoke to him aud passed I
He had been too preoccupied by I
on.
rid I
the mighty task before liiui when
would have pulled the covers up

§

£d. V. Price

a
with a black mustache attended by
number of olhcers and citizens entend.
Advancing tu the nearest cot, he spoke
went
a few words to the invalid, then
down the aisle between the beds, addressing a word here and a word there,
till he reached Glover. The Canadian
looked at him, feeling sure that he
hud seen him before. Then it dashed

man who
upon him that he was the
had ridden with him in a rab when
he was seeing the sights of London.
the
By this time Glover had learned
an
difference between a private and

-,

We Have the

wounded man
as comfortable
could be made, though be received frehe
quent visits from bis sweetheart,
of
was constantly making Inquiries
tbe surgeons as to how-soou be would
as

veteran.

Then, too. when In the thick of It he

BLUE STORES—1

,
Ion lie waa placed In u hospital, where 1
bis life bung In tbe balance for awhile;
I
then be begun slowly to inend.
One of the strangest features of war
its
Is that one who bas experienced
sufferings aud Its terrors when out of
it ha» an unconquerable desire to get
back to it ugain. Though Glover was

nn

lie wears
α star em
Ills
breast.

broidered on the left
trunk hose, stockings and shoes are
white, his hood and surcoat crimson
The garter, of dark blue velvet edged
aud bearing the motto
with gold
"Honl soit qui mal y pense" ("Evil to
him who evil thinks"), also iu gold, Is
buckled about the left leg below the
knee. The heavy golden collar consists
of twenty-six pieces, each In the form
of a garter, bearing the motto, and

from it hangs the "St. George." a
badge which represents St. George on
horseback encountering the dragon.
The "lesser George" is a smaller badge

attached to a blue ribbon worn over
the left shoulder. The star of the order
consists of eight points, within whirl
is the cross of St. George, encircled by
the garter.

Greatest Railroad Terminal.
Chicago Is a greater rail mad centi r
lhan New York, or any other place on
As a railroad terminal the
earth.
Windy City bears the palui over all
the world* and will probably continue
to do so for a long time to come.—
New York American.
A Modern Trend.
"Then she doesn't think that two
can live us cheaply as oue?"
"No; her idea is that two ought to
live as expensively as five or slx."-Loulsvllle Courier-Journal.
Widows' Caps.
The widow's cup is as old as the days
of JkiIus Caesar. An edict of Tiberius
commanded all widow» to wear the
cap under penalty of α heavy fine αη·1

imprisonment.

Beth.
Beth in the names of places mentioned lu the Bible Is the Hebrew word for
"house."
Thus, Reth-lehem Ν the
house of bread; Beth-ealdu, 1 >uee cf
mercy.
«

ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

MAINE

NORWAY,

LIMIT YOUR SPENDING
and

save

the balance.

It is

better way to get
spend the balance.

That is
and

a

saving
surprising how quickly

than to limit your

you

go about it in the proper way with

With money in the bank you

ties which will

surely

come

a

are

to you.

can

create

a

start

capital

financially
when vou

bank account.

ready

for business

opportuni-

Remember it is

NOT YOUR SAVING
in

independent. Your money must be
safe place and there is no safer place anywhere than this strong
National Bank which is continually striving to safeguard its customalone that will make you

ers' money and at the
will increase its

A bank

same

time

adopt

new

efficiency.

account

with

us

insures you

.1

business methods that

against hard luck

ami

hard times.

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
OF

NORWAY. MAINE.

CASTORIA ίκΜιώικΚΜάΒ. g"»*· Λ
uL&ifmx#
ik km ym himajmb imkt

Γ
I Washington's birthday la obeerved
The Oxford Democrat I school holiday.
Mrs. J.

South Paris. Maine. February

23, IQ15

SOUTH PARIS.
.~e

State leachera' examination

at

the

Miss Emma Haakell la a guest at
of her brother, Ε. N. Haakell.

the

Ihigh school boildlng next Saturday.
"

Miss Edith Maxwell ia at

I cation.

l.eglnnlng Sept. 28, 1913.

SOUTH FA1U

home rtom
Melroae, Mass., lor a va·

The Ladies' Whist Club met Thursday
64P.00.
5 36 a. m.. express, dally ; I afternoon with Mr·.
Kx.it
wn
J. A. Scott oo Hig
Besides the regular articles, to be
■ai, .ially except Sunday; JD7p.a, I Street.
found in the warrant every year, there
tall*
West J:43 a.m., expreea, dally;
Mr and Mrs. Minot Whittle entertain- are tbe following special matters to be
ι, daily except Sunday; 8:57 p.m..
ed two table, at rook last Thursday acted upon:
'lally.

-e»·.,

I evening.

CHcaoan.

1
•^regatlonal Church, Rev. ▲. T. Mc
•tt η
Preaching eervlce, 10:45 A.M..
11:45 a. M.; Y. P. S. C. K. 6:0·
veiling eervlce 7 .40 P. a.; Church
·:·< Wednesday evening at 7 JO r. M
rw'.se connectent, are cordially in

urch. Rev. C. I. Spear. Pastor
rnlnnprayeriueetlnelOOOA.il.

C

.1

ir

Sabbath Schoo
League Meeting 6:00 r. M..
clas» Wednesday evening 7:30;
trt lay \cnlng 7:30.
ivh. Rev. V. L. Cann, Pastor,
reaching service 10:45 a. m., SabV. m \ P. S. C. Ε 6:15 Y. M. ;
•■iiiif.ii.i Wednesday evening
AU ar··
Seats free.
.ve ;.»i.
U 45

rv

^

Chaa. Haines of Bo·»on waa a «neat »t
P. Richardaon'a last Week.

I ber teaching in

Oa.OID TKCM* EAILWAY.

<x

I J.

Richardaon ia visiting In
Belfast.

I home

hol'th fahis post ornci.
7:3UA.M.U>7 J0 r. *.
Hours

LKAVK

P.

I Waterville and

There will be plenty to do at the anan»! town meeting next Monday. The
regular business of tbe year take· considérable time, and there are a number
of special matters to be aoted on.
Recommendations for appropriation·,
as made by the selectmen and school
oommittee in the annual report, are io
many instances larger than ever before.
There is already appropriated, to be
paid from this year's taxes, for bridges
built in 1913, $1,240.00, Western Avenue sewer $500 00, and for highway and
enow bills deficiencies, raised at a meeting in August, $800 00, a total, of $2,-

a.

*.;

Article 18. To see It the town will vote to
raise the sum of one hundred and fifty dollars
lerdraln road between A. 17. Tyler's and
Swan farm, so called.

Jordan, who lives with hie to un
daughter, Mrs. H. W. Starblrd, is seri- Capt.
R.

jously

ill.

Article 17. To see If the town will vote to
raise a sum of money, and name the amount, to
be expended In building concrete sidewalks for
Paris Hill.

The Ladies of the G. A. R. will as usual
Hall town

I serve dinner in Grand Army
I meeting day.

I

Article 18. To see If the turn will vote to
raise a sum of moncv. and name the amount, to
be expended In building concrete sidewalks for
West Parle.

A rook party of four tables was enterby Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Taj-

I tamed

I lor Thursday evening.

Article 19. To

If the town will vote to
raise a sum of money, and name the amount,
to be expended In building concrete sidewalks
for South Paris.

! F. A. Ileidner was called to Massachusetts Monday morning by the eerious
I illness

o»bie

daughter.

see

Article '21. To see If the town will vote to
transfer the amount of four hundred dollars

Mrs. S. N. Marston and eons Leslie which was raised for a power sprayer for the exand Noel of Portland were guests of termination of brown-tall moth account.
I friends in town for Sunday.
Article -22. Toscetf the town will vote to
transfer the unexpended balance from the West
!
The Philatheas will hold their
STATKD MKBTisoe.
Paris surface water drain acconnt to the high-Pari
Lodge, So. 94. Regular banquet at the vestry of the Baptmt way account, the balance being $35.65.
ν
venin»; on or before full moon, I church Tuesday evening, Feb. -o.
A rtlcle -23. To see If the town will vote to purη >unt Mlca lodge, regular meet,
chase of Paris High School1 Athletic Association
ven'.b of eacn weel.—Aurora
Miss Helen Morton of Crystal, Ν. H., seventy-five feet of land on the southwest side of
rst and .hlrd Monday evening*
I came home with her grandmother, Mrs. the present Paris high school grounds ami to authorlze the purchase of the same by the select.u' Pletsan Rebekah Lodge, No. I L. C. Morton, Friday, to make a visit.
men, and raise money for the same.
and fourth Fridays or each
the
at
arrived
nine
A
daughter
Hall.
Fellows'
pound
Article '24. To see If the town will vote to
K.. Kimball Post. So. 148, mee'.e
of Mr. and Mrs. Burr F. Jones raise the sum of twenty-five dollars, this amount
for
satunlay evenings of each
She >s called Helen is sufficient to purchase a dumping ground

urch, Rev. Chester Gore Miller,
service every Sunday at
-v ι,-idng
>ι.:.·lav School at 12 H. Y. P. C. U.

,·
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I

I

ν

!
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Lome

ν

It. Hall.
all Circle, Ladles of the G. A
nd third Saturday evenings of
..rand Army Hall,
ua L. Chamberlain Camp meets
lay night after the full of the

»rts Grange, mt-ets drst and third
h month. In iange Hall.
-Secon.t and fourtn Monday» of

181.
Γ —Stony Brook Lodge,
and fourth Wednesday evenings
month.
Ilamlln Lodge, So, 31, meet» ever%
ev log at Pythian Hall.
So.

·3

1.
; c

-,

week.

ijt

Morton of the Paris Manufac
business
was ia Montreal on

has been
Katherine Morton
hog the past few days with friends
A rt land and Windham.

M

ks

Mrs. E. W. Mason has been with the
aily of her son, Carl Mason, in Auweek.
ra, a few days during the past

■.

The friends of George L. Jackson of
est Paris will support him as a candiate for selectman from the north end
f the town at town meeting next Mon-

day.

Mr. and Mrs. Albert D. Park and Mr
and Mrs. H. A. Morton made a midwinPond
ter visit to their camps at Shagg
from Friday to Sunday, and had some
fioe weather for the trip.
Mrs. W. F. Nottage went to the Centra! Maine Geoeral Hospital at Lewiston
wt Tuesday, and on Wednesday uuderShe is
«
at a surgical operation there.
ported as doing very well.
>

trence G. Morton of Crystal, N. U.,
here a short time the first of last
wee k.
His mother, Mre. L. C. Morton,
mpanied him home on Wednesday,
made a visit of a few days at Crys

nncipal John S. Carver of the high
■id was given a surprise Wednesday
•:ing, on the occasion of his birth-

when he was presented with a
ntain pen by the students. Miss ArCrocker m?de the presentation

»v.

speech.

high school seniors bad a large
at
for "New Eogland Folks"
ktield Friday evening, as well as the
From three
; of weather for the trip.
Bolate of the plav, at South Paris,
class have
the
r's Mills and Buckrield,
ared over eighty dollars.

T

ie

me

The Seneca Club is entertained this
nd a y evening by Mise Walker at her
The program
■ aie od Pleasant Street.
it as follows:
Kull call—Saving·» of Washington.
ν1

itfc American Women and Houie Life
Mrs. Eastman
Activity in South America
Miss Thayer

Missîoôa»

Awicncau

^OUvil

liiKi»

Adverti*ed letter* and cards in South
Pari· post office Feb· 22:
Mr·. Surne.
Mr· Guv Suilth.
Charles H. Hirst.
P. C. Κ Weecott. letter.
Arthur Wheeler.
William Davis.
A. D. luehlog.

J. A. Kinnkt, P. M.

The annual fair of the Good Cheer So»
is >f the Univer-ialist church will be2 P. M. Wednesday and continu»·
^h Thursday afternoon, Feb. 24
ά·
23. This fair promisee to be a tine
taken
h i<:ceaii, as great interest has been
there will be a
η its preparation, and
t-ndid line of aprons, fancy article*,
id, home-made candy, cakes, pies,
Luoch will be served at
on sale.
a
hours.

Hrnry T. Moses, Deputy National Diof the Loyal Order of Moose, who
w at work here, tells the Democrat

r-.-tor

it he has solved the problem of the
Mliam King who lost hie life in the
wheu
r> it Livermore Falls at the time
Kroest C. Penley of this town was one
f the victims. King had made his
adquarters at Bath, but was a member
the lodge of Moose at VValdoboro, and
traced.
was
.r 'jgh this connection he
bad formerly gone by the name of
; y, but for some time had used the
He had no
1 is h equivalent of King.
had an
Mr. Moses has
ear relatives.
λ
ministrator appointed, and is looking
after the matter.
V.

■

■

Now is the

who
τ

»

opportunity

occasionally has

iser

last

chance

to

to

for

everyone

experience his

see

"His

Last

!mce," illustrated in a fine, laughable
medy at Grange Hall, Thursday aud
day evenings, Feb. 25 and 20. Our

"r-welcome local dramatic club under
ΛΙβ leadership will present this play in
e interests of the Good Cheer
Society
f the I'niversalist church.
Very great
care has been given the preparation of
this drama, and those who are familiar
with its «tory say it is just the kind of a
t-iay to brighten one up in these hard
Tick:;oies of international contention.
ers now on sale at Howard's drug store.
All seats reserved.
A deer which had been chased by
doge in the crust was found a week ago
Sun lay back of the reservoir near J. H.
Clark's. Tracks of the deer and doge
were

discovered by Will Bray, who fol-

lowed them up and found the deer. It
year· old
was a doe. thought to be two
and weighing about a hnndred pounds.
was
considerably lacerated.
Her nose
She was taken to the buildings of J. H.
Clark, and given attention, but died
shortly afterward. Game Warden Bark
er of West Paris was called and gave di
rections for the disposal of the carcase.
Those interested in the dog question saj
that the dogs which chased the deei
must have come from some other town
as all of tbem here were accounted for

I Sunday

morning.

I Lucile.

rubbish at Paris Hill with the balance we have In
appropriation for rubldeh dumps.

our

Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Needham of Portland were guests of Mr. Needhamis
sinter, Mrs. Ε. N. Anderson, over the
week-end.

Article-25. To see If the town will vote to
raise the sum of three hundred and fifty dollars
to construct a fire proof vault for the preserva
tlon of the valuation books and other town
books, the vault to be on the west side of Mount
Mica building, door opening Into vault from
present office.

F. E. Douglas of
Hopedale,
is the guest of relatives here for
Artlc'eae. To see whether the town will vote
on a to build a new schoolhouse at North Paris aca few week»., while Mr. Douglas is
cording to plans recommended by the school
business trip west.
committee, to raise money therefor and make
to carry such
The annual report of the town of Paris any other provisions necessary
action Into effect.
will be issued on Tuesday. It is a book
Article 27. To see If the town will vote to
of 120 panes, with the usual reporte of
raise the sum of seventy-five dollars for the
the several officers.
West Paris Public Library.
Mrs.

Mass.,

Article 34. To see whether the town will vote
Mr. aud Mrs. Eugene Stevens »nd Mr
school committee
and Mrs. Fred Caswell and two children to authorize Its superintending
to continue the union with Woodstock, NorB. »·
were guests at
of Bucktield
em
way. Oxford, or Hebron, for the purpose of
Turner's over the week-end.
ploying a superintendent of schools In accordance with the provisions of sections 40 to 45 InMiss Ruth Bolster entertains the Safe- clusive of chapter 15 of the Revised Statutes.
ty First Club, composed of uine young
Article 35. To see whether the town will Inladies, and a few guests at a coet"®e struct the school committee to maintain schools
In the Partridge, Blsco, Mountain and Hollow
party at ber home this Monday eveu g. districts.
Mrs. Ralph B. Penfold and daughter
Corporation Meeting business.
May Fales have been spending a fe
davs with Mr. Penfold'* mother, Mr*,
The warrant for the annual meetiog of
Morton. Mr. Penfold was here South Paris Village Corporation on tbe
over Sunday.
evening of March 2 will contain special
in addition to the regular anarticles,
the
of
a
rehearsal
will
be
There
nual business, as follows:
Kebekah
Pleasant
of
M'>unt
staff
To see what action tbe corporation will take,
>n Wednesday evening. February
If any, toward metering the water system.
Each member of the team is requested
To se- If the corporation will vote to adopt the
to be present.
meter rates recommenced by the Water Commission.
Mr and Mr.. T. F. Mahern and yourig
To see what action the corporation will take
daughter of Auburn were gueste of relaand
tives in town over Sunday. Mrs. Ma relative to Installing a fire alarm system,
raise money for the same.
hern goes to Bethel for a time before
To see If the corporation will vote to loeate a
her return to Auburn.
light opposite the present post office.
Mrs. Harold Cole entertained the Del·
To see If the corporation will locate a light
ta Alphas at her home on Pine
opposite L. S. Billings' mill.
Thursday evening, when a P"st
To see If the corporation will vote to exchange
for a new one, and raise
guessing party and a variety of games tbe present hearse
for the same.
money
passed the time pleasantly.
To see if the corporation will vote to locate a
Mrs. S. C. Ordway entertains
light on Church Street.
Ueste
M.ss
this
evening
Monday
per
To see If the corporation will vote to move the
Ordway s teacher Mrs. H. C. Fletcher, light on Myrtle Street near Mr. Heldner*s tene
Miss Lena ment houses fifteen feet north.
and Mi-sHattie M. Leach
M. Franck and Miss Sylvia Ε. W eare.
School Notes.
Miss Thompson of Bates College is
the
foi
Everett;
the guest of Miss Marion
The first meeting of the Home and
week-end and over Washington β birth
d»T and will be a guest at the costume School Association of South Paris was
«bu Mood., held at the High School building on
Monday evening. Rev. Δ. T. McWhorevening.
ter was elected chairman pro tern, and
Memorial
of Deering
ladies
The
Mrs. Harold Fletcher, secretary. The
church will serve a supper in the vestry constitution drawn
up by tbe committee
of the church Friday
elected for that purpose was read and
the
follow
w.il
5tb. Anentertainment
adopted. And tbe following slate of
Miss Helen Manafield, a s u
supper.
officers was elected:
at Bates College, will be the reader
Pres.—Mrs. Ε. N. Haskell.
for the evening.
Vice-Pres.—Prln. John S. Carver.

,ίΐηβίϊ

«}·βΓ®®

^
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Sin?

^arcb

The Baptist Ladlee' Aid
with Mrs. F. A Ueidner next Thursday
afternoon at 2 o'clock to sew. At 3
o'clock there will be an entertainment
given, consisting of music and readings
at the close of which the
AH mem
ice cream and cake for sale.
bers of the church and congregation are
invited.
The Fan-Tans will meet with Mr».
Heidner at her home on High Street on
Friday afternoon for work. It ia hoped
all the Fan-Tans will be present. There
ban been considerable work done already
and sent to the Children's Home at Augusta, a large box of clothing and a puff
being sent thin week, and there ie more
cloth to be worked up.

Sec. and Treas.—Miss Nora Dunham.

Kducatlona! Com.—Kev. V. L. Cann, Miss Eva
Walker, Mrs Harold Fletcher, Miss Ruth Bol-

ster, Miss Frances W. Brown.
School-house Improvement Com.—N. Dayton
Bolster, Dr. D. M. Stewart, Mrs. Alta Rankin.
Publicity Com —Arthur Forbes, Agnes Morton, Harold Abbott.
Membership Com.—Mrs. Ueo. Morton, T. M.
Davis, Mlit L. Alice Wetherell.

Following the election of officers, an
1 address on the topic, "Hnw we got our

schools," was given by Prof. James L.
McConaughy of Bowdoin College. A

large and rare collection of elides were
displayed showing tbe development of
education from early Grecian days to
The lecture proved to be
the present.
of unusâal value, and it is to be regretted that tbe bad traveling prevented a
large attendance. Excellent music was
furnished by an orchestra composed of
"You are not old enough," s^id a man Dr. Carl
Briggs, Miss Ida l)ean, Miss
"to
to the Democrat reporter Saturday,
Urace Dean, llarold Merrill and Philip
has
as
this
such
remember a February
Jones. The committee having tbe meetbeen so far. It reminds me of some other
ing in charge were Supt. Burr F. Jones,
so
different.
had—it's
have
Februarys we
Prin. John S. Carver, Mrs. Lucy Edwe
a
not
One year
great many years ago
wards, Miss JeaDne M. Towle, Mrs. Eben
in
nineteen
roads
February."
broke
day»
Cbacman.
The Democrat recalls one year, and it
in
when
same
the
been
have
one,
may
Deering Memorial Notes.
the last week of the month it stormed
continuously from the small hours of
"The Jericho Road Hold-up" was the
Sunday morning till after dark Thursday
Mies
night, and on Sunday, which was the pastor's subject Sunday morning.
solo,
sang a
first day of March, there was four feet Evangeline Woodman
of snow on the ground, so solid that It "Nearing Home."
The evening subject was, "Lot, the
was possible to travel on foot
anywhere
Undecided Man."
on it, in the fields and woods.
The Epwortb League will enjoy a
Those who attended the bearing at
eliding party and meeting at the home
house
court
Kumford
on
the
Augusta
of James Millett, this Monday evening.
proposition from South Paris Friday afWednesday Mias L. Kay Langille, a
ternoon were Hon. James S.
Wright, deaconess of Portland, will give an adWalter L. Gray, Alton C. Wheeler, dress under the
auspices of the Queen
J. H. Bean, Charles W. Bowker and Esther Circle.
Tbey report a
Stanley M. Wheeler.
the W. H. M. S. will
afternoon
Friday
lively hearing, there being a large meet with Mrs. T. M. Davis.
to
supnumber from Rumford present
Next Sunday the Junior Church will
port the bill, and a large number from have special services in connection with
to
the
of
various other parts
county
morning worship, the subject, "LightThe bill was referred to
oppose it.
ing the World."
the Oxford County delegation, and the
senate
chamber.
in
the
held
was
hearing
County Officers' Salaries.
The general impression seems to be that
On Friday the committee on salaries
the bill stands small show of being re- and fees of the legislature made a batch
ported without a referendum to the vot- of reports. The salaries named for Oxthe county, and the Rumford ford
ers of
County officers are:
people say frankly that they haven't
Commissioner, $600, an inCounty
in
a
camthe
over
all
time to go
county
crease of 1100.
want
a referendum.
don't
and
paign,
Sheriff, $1,200, an increase of $100.
Register of Deeds, $1200, no change.
Year.
The Water System's
Register of Deed·, Western District,
The forthcoming report of the South $600, an increase of $150.
Paris Water Commission and of Charles
Register of Probate, $1000, no change.
W. Bowker, Superintendent, will make
Judge of Probate, $850, no change.
the following showing for the year's
County Attorney, $900, an increase of
business of the system :
$300.
$ 3,468.12
County Treasurer, $050, an increase of
Receipt» tor water renuls, etc

|

PaM lute rest

on

bonds anil notes
* 2,962.70

Expense of maintenance ami
Improvements...........

1,238.63
# 4,221.35
$

1,246.77

Receipts from the Grand Trunk
$494.01 Ifss than last year.
Uncollected water billa for
amount to 921 00.

were

Net

profit

on

water works

1914

Thayer-Bragg.

Edwin Ray Thayer and Mis* Florence
Lvdia Bragg, both of Portland, were
A charming "bird party" was givet
in marriage at the home of Miss
Tuesday evening by Mrs. Elizabeth Ed united
of Wilton al
Bragg's father, Lester B. Bragg, in
gerly and Mrs E. P. Parlin
Ellet Cumberland Center, on Monday, Feb. 15.
the home of their mother, Mrs
Mr. Thayer is the son of Mr. and Mra.
Blake. Fifteen lady friends of the vil
firs ; I Edwin M. Thayer of South Paris, and
'age were the guests. One of the
Mr. and Mrs. Thayer and their soni
things on the program was the solvini ;
and Stanley were present at
of a series of bird anagrams. Mrs. Al Woodbury
and
bert D. Park won the prize, framed pic the wedding. Woodbury Tbayer
Miss Maud Bragg of Portland, slater o.
tures of George and Martha Washington
the
bridal
attended
couple. Mr.
thi > ! the bride,
having solved thirty of the forty in
Lauri ι ! Tbayer waa reared in South Parla and
Misa
allowed.
minutes
twenty
friends here. He haa a posi
Burnell secured the booby prize. Late r baa many
Miai
a Portland clothing store.
woo by Miss Hatti » Hon in
a bird shoot was
haa spent considerable time in
Burnell, the prize being a framed pic -1 Bragg
Paria In the past two or thre<
ture of George Washington. The birds Soatfc
baa won the esteem of all
of paper, were mounted on a line, and ι ! years, and
who have met ber. They will reaide ai
popgun was used, four shots to each
Portland.
Miss Burnell, Mrs. Wirt Stanley an< 1 18S-2 Sherman Street,
Mi·· Gertrude Hall were tied on the fir·
•hoot, and shot it off with Misa Burnel I ! The people of Ottawa may be pardon
the winner. Mra. W. A. Porter secure< I ed for "aeeing things at night" in tb< 1
the booby prize in this event. At 1 3 form of airships. Tbey have some ex
refreshments wer β case for it, whether the real thing wa< I
o'clock
delicious
or Siriua.
served at two long table· in the dinin t toy
J balloona
room, the decorations, place carda an i
sll appointments being in keeping wit
Fur coats, winter overcoats and auit I
the bird theme. Mrs. Parlin and Mi* ■ at bargain prices. Make money by sav
Carrie Hall presided over the chafln I ing money on your purchases.—F. Η

Only a week to town meeting, and the
session promisee to be a· lively as usual.
There seem to be a larger number than
ever this year who are willing to serve
as town fathers, and tbe conteste for the
various offices are sure to be close.
Harry Horue, who was principal, and
Mis· Ella· Clark, the assistant,, were
thrown out of employment by the burning of Dixfield High Sobool building last
week. Both of these young people are
from this village. The loss to Dixfield
was considerable, as the
building was
nearly new and the insurance not large.
Some over twenty members of Mt.
Mica Lodge of South Paris were the
guests of Norway Lodge, I. O. 0. F., at
the meeting Tuesday evening of last
week. The third degree was worked in
home
an impressive manner by tbe
lodge and refreshments followed the
work, tbe evening proving most pleasant and profitable to all present.
The Barton Reading Club met Thursday afternoon with Mrs. L. H. Truf*nt
It wax an
at her home on Main Street.
author's day program with John Κ«·ηdrick Bangs the author studied.
The Professional Wbiet Club has reorganized and will hold frequent meetings
during tbe remainder of the winter. Tbe
first meeting was with Mr. and Mrs. E.
E. Andrews one evening recently.
Mi*" Mercy Millett is taking a two
weeks' vacation from her duties as cashier at Thomas Smiley's, and Mrs. A. L.
Buck is filling the position during Miss
Millett's absence.
Tbe neats for the Chapman concert
went with the usual rush when placed on
A capacity
*a'e Saturday
evening.
bouse seems to be assured.
Tuesday evening is the night of the
masquerade ball, and a pleasant event it
is expected to be.
Mrs. Fred Smith and Mrs. True Morthe Young Married
rill enteitained
Ladies' Whist Club at the home of Mrs.

Smith Tuesday evening.
The annual banquet of the Board of
I Trade which takes place at Grange Hall
Thursday evening promises to be a most
successful affair, and certainly a better
menu has never been
prepared for the
occasion than will be served this year.
The ticket» will be one dollar each and
the gentlemen will take their ladies. Local speakers will occupy the time after
the banquet, Dr. Bradbury, with a talk
on his work in Gerruauy, being the prin-

cipal speaker.

The Y. P. C. U. of the Univcsalist
church are preparing for presentation
the farce, "A Case of Suspension." The
tarce will follow a supper which will be
niven Wednesday evening, March 3d.
Capt. J. Waldo Nash, assisted by I.
W. Wuite, is in New York, where they
have charge of the Maine exhibit at the
Sportsmen's Show.
The Swastika Club enjoyed a lively
meeting at tbe home of Mrs. R. Ο PorWelsh rarebit
ter Wedoesday evening.
aud other refreshments were served.
A surprise was in store for those who
attended tbe dance at the Opera House
Friday evening after the basket ball
game. At tbe close of the game the
stage curtain was lowered, au untmial
occurrence, and when it was raised with
the orchestra playing the first wal z, a
new upright piano was being used for the
tirsttime. There is no doubt that the
instrument was badly needed and will be

LY

BUILDINO
A

IB

PRACTICAL-

TOTAL LOSS.

Fire that started In tbeohemlcal laboratory of the high school bnilding at Dixfleld last Monday evening practically destroyed the structure. The blaze was
discovered before it bad made great
headway, but was soon beyond control.
In spite of the efforts ol the fire department. "The Are was discovered by Edward T. Merrill, watchman at the tooth-

pick faotory

near

by, abont 7:30 o'clock.

by

a

large congregation.

I

Miss Helen Andrews of Auburn is tbe
guest of relatives in town.
John Briggs of Gardiner spent the
week-end with friends in this village and
South Paris.
It now looks as if the Browning
Reading Club might bave a pleasant:
evening for its meeting this Monday
evening. The weather conditions of the :

——

I

Everybody who is afflicted with rheumatism in any form should by all. means
keep a bottle of Sloan's Linimoot on
The minute you feel |«lo or
hand.
soreness in a joint or muscle, oathe it
with Sloan's Liniment. Do not rub it
Sloan's*penetrates almost immediately
right to the seat of pain, relieving the
hot, tender, swollen feeHne and making
the part eaxy and comf«n tabln. Ge' a
bottle of Sloan's Linimeut for 25 ceuts
of any druggist and have it in the bouse
against colds, sore«and swollen joints,
lumbago, sciatica and like ailments.
Your money back If not satisfied, but it
does give almost instant relief. Buy a
bottle to-day.

«t
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PROBATE NOTICE·.

of the estate·

person· Interested In either
>
hereinafter named :
At α Probate Court, held at Parla. In an<l,
far the County of Oxford,j)n the third Tuesday
of February, In the year of our Lord one thou
•and nine hundred and fifteen. The following |
matter having been presented for the action
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby

To all

Auburn, formerly of Norway, died at
Lewiston Wednesday night, at the age

WALTON SHOES
for Boys and Girls

1

Ordered

:

That notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be

three weeks successively In the Ox
published
published at South
ford Democrat, a

newspaper
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at 'aid Parla, on the ;
third Tuesday of March, A. D. 1919. at Β of the
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If 1
tbey see cause.
Orris Ι» Mason late of Porter, deceased ; pe-1
tltlon for the appointment of Jacob L. Mason or |
c.f
some other suitable person as administrator
1
the estate of said deceased, presented by Mary
O. Mason, widow.
Orln Steve·· late of Oxford, deceased; will |1
and petition for probate thereof presented by
Mary E. Stevens, the executrix therein named.

When you buy Children's shoes, you are playing
important part in the child's future happiness or
misery. Wrong shaped or poorly made shoes are the

an

A'chance for you to

life.

from foot troubles later

to stand hard service.

They are truly
prices we.have them

31 Market

won

lerful values

at

the

low

marled.

South Paris».

Square,

Fall and Winter Merchandise
There is

Great

a

Saving

for You Here.

Ladies' and Misses' Suits
Less than Half Price.

$6.98, 6.98, 7.98, 10.98

Now for

Ladies' and Misses' Coats
All at Half Price.

Now for

$3.49, 4.50, 6.26, 7.50

Ladies' and Misses' Wool Dresses
With Russhn Tunic Skirts.

$2.98, 4.50, $5.00

Now for

White Shirt Waists
were

$2.50, $1.98, $1

$1.25.

49,

Your Choice, Now 39c.

House Dresses and

Wrappers

stly size^vi·
$1.50, $1.25, $i.oj,
Your Choice 39c

Were

m<

Silk Petticoats
$2.98, $2.50, $ ι. 9S.
Your Choice, $1.49
Weie

Dress Skirts
One Lot $4.98 S'<irts,
One Lot $4.98 Skirts,

now
now

$1.98.
$2.98.

Small lots of Knit ard Muslin Underwear, Blank ts, Bed
'owels, Ginghams, Ribbons and Dri<s Goods at clean up prices.

COST

Norway,

Jh^mânéjj
"

"ι

--ή-"--

MAINE

NORWAY,

We carry them in all the wantblack and tan vici, velour, box

A FINAL "CLEAN UP" OF

$25 Suits and Overcoats Are Now $20.00

ONE PRICE CLOTHIERS

to fît

made

CLOTHIERS AND FURNISHERS

qualities.

H. B. FOSTER CO.

in

EASÎMAN & ANDREWS

1

on every purchase.
Hart Schaffner & Marx. New fresh goods
in the latest styles and of dependable

FUR COATS AT

on

on

leathers, including
calf, gun metal and Russia calf.

ed

several dollars
Many of them from

16.00
16.00
14.00
12.00
10.00
7.50

later

occur

scientifically made and graded
Are easy, perfect fitting and are

They
growing feet.

are

save

Suits and Overcoats
20 Suits and Overcoats
18 Suits and Overcoats
15 Suits and Overcoats
12 Suits and Overcoats
10 Suits and Overcoats

which

The Walton is the *hoe with many shapes—a
for every foot which will protect your children

Weight

22

:s

shape

1

Spreads,

Maine

"

MAKE YOURSELF HAPPY

It's Always fair
Weather IfYou

lu a'thy—full of life, energy,
feel that way tnw, it is bedon't
If
enthusiasm.
you
b
that
machine, your ><ly, is out of order.
cause

By becoming thoroughly

Rexall Sarsaparilla Tonic
should help vou by assisting to purify and enrich the
blood, thus stimulating and strengthening the various

organs and

—

If Mother· Only Knew.
In Bethel, Feb. 13,
66 \ears.
Mother Gray'· Sweet Powder· for Chlldrei
or feel well with 1m·
well
est
look
In
Can't
well,
Hopklnton, Mas·., Feb. 8, Albert F. TideStomach
bad
relieve Fevertehnes·, Headache,
Keep the blood pare wlih Burdock well, formerly of Betbel, aged 27 years.
Teething Disorder·, move and regulate th< pure blood.
take exercise, keep
Feb. 14, Mra. Anne Burgess, aged
Ket
In
Bitters.
Mexico,
Blood
simply,
break
worms.
destroy
and
u|
They
bowel·
clean and good health Is pretty sure to follow. 74 years.
colli· In 24 hour·, used hy mother· for 26 yean
In West Peru, Feb. 16, Frank Demerrltt, aged
Sample KEEK. Address $100 a bottle.
All druggist·, 25c.
68 years.
t>-' I,
Allen sroimstead. Le Roy, Ν. Τ.
Mrs. Annie CarpenDon't use harsh physics. The reaction weak· I In South Rumford, Feb. 11,
Pr
ter, aged M years.
scald
or
bruise, apply
For any pain, burn,
ens the bowels, leads to chronic constipation.
In Romford, Feb. 11, William Dow, aged 40
Thomas' Eclectic Oil—the household remedy Get Doan'a Begulets. They operate easily. 36c
years.
Two slaes tto aad 80c all drag stores.
at all stores.

of many foot troubl

cause

SUITS ""» OVERCOATS

j
|

»
η mu

χ

Of Men's Winter

COLDS ARE OFTEN MOST SERIOUS
In Cumberland Center, Feb. 15, Mr. Edwin
THE LIVER REGULATES THE BODY STOP POSSIBLE COMPLICATIONS Ray Th iyer and Mies Florence Lydla Bragg,
both of Portland.
A SLUGGISH LIVER NEEDS CARE
In Fryebure, Jan. 29, by Rev. Β. N. Stone,
Tbe disregard of a cold has often
of Fryeburgand Mrs. Emma
Someone has said that people with brought many a regret. The fact of Mr. William 3. Day
Wblttakrr of West Union, Ohio
E.
be
chronlo liver complaint should beahntup sneezing, c jughing, or a fever should
Feb.
9, Mr. Albert Trask of
Gardiner.
In
are pessi- warning enough tbat yoursys'tem needs Dlxflcld and Bliss Ruth Roger., of Vanceboro.
away from humanity, for they
of
loas
miste and see through a "glass darkly." immediate attention. Certainly
Why? Because mental state· depeud aleep la most serious. It la a warning
Died.
Biliousness, given by nature. It ia a man's duty to
upon
physical state·.
Dr.
bis
and
dlszinese
assist
part.
constipation himself to
by doing
headaches,
In Paris, Feb. 18, Benjamin H. Strout, aged
disappear after using Dr. King's New King's New Discovery is based on a sci- 29 years.
In East Brownfleld, Feb. 24, Charles Harmon,
entific analyaia of colds. 60c. at your
Life Pills. 2δο. at your druggist.
aged 61 vears.
druggist. Buy a bottle to-day.
Mrs. Anna B. Plalsted, aged

■

matism.

Mark Down Sale

Wc are In receipt of a communication
from Capt. McDowell of the Abbott
School basket ball team in which he
states that the players on his team are
very anxious to arrange another game
with Norway, to be played in FarmingTo this end Abbott School has
ton.
greatly appreciated.
Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge did "the challenged Norway for a game to be
work at its meeting Friday, after which played on any date except March 0th, at
refreshments were served and a social which time they have a game scheduled
eojoyed. At their next meeting in two with Portland High School. They are
weeks Mt. Pleasant Lodge of Soulb willing to give Norway a good guaran
tee and the best of entertainment while
Paris will meet with them.
It is understood that Mrs. F. P. Stone in Parmingtoo.
Abbott School has won seven games,
in under the care of a trained nurse.
Z. L. Merchant was in Boston on busi- Norway High being the only team that
has defeated her, and with victories
ness last week, and while there attended
the meeting of the New England Dry over WestbrookSeminary, Deeriog High,
in
held
was
which
South Portland High, Rumford High
Goods Association,
and other strong teams they feel that
tbe new Boston City Club Home.
A very pleasant event was enjoyed they are entitled to a return game from
A Norway and if such a game is played,
at Masons' Hall Thursday evening.
social was held under the auspices of that they can demonstrate that Norway
Oxford Lodge for tbe members and does not outclass them as they appeared
tbe first game. They further
their ladies, and over one hundred were to in
present. Dancing was enjoyed in the claim that should they be able to defeat
tbe
in
Portland High, Norway cannot well lay
banquet hall, whist was played
ante-rooms, and the lodge room was claims to tbe state championship until
used for social gatherings. Fruit punch they have given them a chance to show
and fancy crackers were served. Tbe their ability on their boms floor.
There is no doubt in tbe writer's mind
occasion proved so enjoyable that a similar social will be held every two weeks that Abbott School was playing far befor a while, tbe next one coming on tbe low its usual standard in the game played at Norway on the evening of Feb 5th,
evening of Thursday, March 4tb.
Is is expected that Wildey Encamp- and people in this vioinity are willing to
ment will work the Patriarchial Degree ( take into consideration the showing they
It is have made in their other games when it
at its meeting Friday evening.
probable that the degTee work will be comes to passing judgment on tbe
delayed until the close of the basket strength of their team.
ball game.
Rev. H. L. Hallock, pastor of the Pine
Edwin H. Allen.
Street Cburch at Lewiston, spoke at the
After an illness of over a year, the
Congregational cburch Sunday in exof which was spent in the
change with the pastor, Rev R. J. last six weeks
at LewBruce. Rev. Mr. Hallock gave a strong, ! Central Maine General Hospital
which time he has been
practical discourse, which was listened aiston, and during Edwin H. Allen of
great sufferer,
to

IT REALLY does relieve rheu-

The bnilding, on High Street, in Dixfield village, of wood, two stories, was
ervctedin 1913 at a oost of about 112,000,
and an addition had recently been made
Hives, ecxema, Itch or salt rheum uU tod
at a cost of about $3000.
Can't bear the touch of your clotting.
Insurance Is carried by the town to crazy.
Elmer E. Llbby late of Porter, deceased ;
Doan'a Ointment le line for akin Itching. All
the amount of $10,600.
will and petition for probate thereof presented
druggists eel! It, SOc a box.
named.
by Susie E. Dlbby, the executrix therein
The organ and school trophies were
saved.
Clarence E. Foster late of Buckfield, do
for
probate thereot
WANTED !
ceased; will and petition
Leila Foster, the'executrlx therein
I have a very beautiful upright piano that la presented by
Basket Ball.
named.
recognized on the market aa belnir one of the
beet manufactured. I will be willing to pi ice
William Harrison Caldwell late oY Rumwith
some respectable family on storthis
piano
8.
13.
ford, deceased; petition for order to distribute 1
WINTHROP H.
Ν. H. 8. 58;
chilThe
and
will
all
of
tnn
age
expense.
pay
balance remaining In his hands presented by
dren may have tin me of It while there free of WlllUm Henry Caldwell, executor.
Norway High had no trouble in win- charge.
If
sell
It
Is
to
In
It
My
object
storing
ning its basket ball game at the Opera possible, which
I>avld A. Jordan late of Albany, deceased;!1
1 will do at a bargain at the rate
House Friday evening. The visitors, of eight (8) dollars per month. The Instrument final account presented for allowance by Austin
as good as new, In fact there
llutchlnsoc, trustee.
although they worked hard and were IsIn question Is just
practically little choice. Don't answer this If
fast on their feet, were very uncertain In
Harold L. miller of Paris, minor; flnnl
If this
arc looking for a cheap mak*.
you
not
account presented for allowance by Hyron A.1
their shooting for baskets, and did
appeals to you, please write us Immediately.
Evans,
guardian.
team
of
Oxford
Democrat
Address
box
manner
19,
play.
show much in the
»
South Paris, Me.
8
Charles II. Tibbetta late of Pryeburg. dr/
It wa^a game in which slight accidents
ceased, filth account presented for allowance by
to the players were frequent, and at four
the Portland Trust Comp*ny, trustee.
NOTICE.
different times the game was delayed to
Ml·· G. Paine late of Ilrownfield, deceased ;
allow some player an opportunity to reThis Is to give notice to all parties Interested
Inheritpetition for determination of collateral
1
In a collision that I have this day given my son. Leslie R. ance
cover from an injury.
tax presented by Charles P. French, one
for
himself.
dchis
time
to
act
and
trade
said
of
esUte
Keulston,
the
of
of the administrators
with one of the Wintbrop players, San- And I shall claim none of his
1
on and
wages
ceascd.
it
Is
derson injured bis right eye, and
after this date, and I shall not hold myself refor any debts which are contracted by
John W. Paine late of Ilrownfield, depossible that It may bother him some sponsible
him hereafter.
ceased ; petition for dete mlnallon of collateral
1
for a while.
GEORGE W. KENI8TON.
Inheritance tax presented by Charles 1*. French, I
8-10 one uf the administrators of the estate of said de
South Paris, Maine, February'18,1915.
Norway was leading at the end of the
the
in
but
38
to
of
ceased.
a
score
4,
first half bv
second half the visitors did a little betSarah J. Scrlbner late of Paris, deceased ;
estate
Legislative Hearings.
petition for an allowance out of personal
ter and Norway began practicing team
said deceased presented by Ueorgc W. Scrlbof
combinations so that the score did not
Judiciary.
ner, widower.
The Committee on Judiciary will give public
There was nothing in the
run as high.
In AuWemiah E. Sawyer Iste of Porter, deline of feature plays and little that call- hearings In Its roon at the State House,
ceased ; petition for license to sell and convey
gusta, as follows:
ed out any enthusiasm from the spectareal estate presented by Eva M. Sawyer, ad- I
Wednesday, March ιο, 1915, at a P. M.
ministratrix.
tors.
No. 76. An act to authorize the Norway and
The line-up:
Henry Ulrardln late of Hebron, deceased;
Paris Street Railway to purchase or iGase the
for probate thereof presented
ami
will
H.
S.
WINTHROP
NORWAY.
property and franchise of the Mechanic Falls by Kxlllapetition
Olrardln, the executrix therein named.
Left Forward
Stanley Electric Light Company.
Saii'tcrnon
No. 75. An act to Incorporate the Center LotcII APOISON Ε. IIERRICK,.Judge of said Court.
P. Wlggln
Haskell
Right Forward
Clifford Cemetery Assoclxtlon In th« Town of Lovell.
Center
Λ truc copy—Attest:
Shepard
LEONARD A. IMEUCE, Sec.
ALBERT U. PARK, ItCKlRter.
Andrews
8-10
H. Wlggln
Left Goanl
Smith.
Inland Fisheries and fiante
Pettenglll
Klaln
Right Guard
The Committee on Inland Fisheries and Game
Score, Ν. II. 8. 58, Wlnthrop 13. Kaxkete from
PARKER'S
the floor. Sanderson 11, Haskell 9, Smith S, will give a public hearing In Its room at the State
HAIR BALSAM
Shepard 2, Klaln. Andrews; Stanley 2, Clifford, House, In Augusta, as follows:
and besatifie· the hil£I
Citante*
P.
from
fouls,
P. Wlggln, H. Wlggtn. Goals
On Wednesday, Feb. 34th, at a P. Π.
I
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Wlggln 3. Referee, Farnum.
Never Pall· to lîfstare Or»yi
On No. 51, petition of A. W. Walker and 18
Hair to its Youthful Color.
No lover of basket ball should miss others, citizens of Oxford county, asking for
Prevents hair fulllnr.
In Shsgg,
tlie game to be played at the Opera additional restrictions upon flohlng
Abbott and I.lttle Concord Ponds, In the towns
House next Friday evening. Portland of Woodstock and Sumner, Oxford County.
7-10
High School will be the visiting team,
and their record this season stamp*
5V
them as one of the very best high school
are
course
Of
teams of the state.
they
after tbe state championship and have
been meeting and defeating all comers.
They are coming here with tbe fixed intention of defeating Norway on their
home floor, and unless Norway play tho
best game of which they are capable,
tbe visitors may make good their intentions.

Co.

!

Noyas Co.

NEARLY NEW

of 40 years. Mr. Allen was the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso Allen and was
born in Denmark, but the greater part of
bis life was spent In Norway, where his
kind disposition and readinéss to help
where help was needed made for him a
host of friends.
Mr. Allen was a prominent worker in
nights of their meeting during a greater
as
the various fraternal organizations of
about
been
have
season
tbe
of
part
been through the
bad as possible. This meeting will be j this vicinity, having
to which he bewith Mrs. Grace Cushman, Marston chairs in every lodge
natural ability in
Street. Roll call—Anecdotes from Early : longed, and possessed
of ritual
American nistory; Sketches of Washing-. giving tbe lectures and charges
found. It was often a
ton, As a boy—Lena|Andrews;|As genet- ; work very rarely
wonderment to many, how be
al, Edith Bartlett; As president, Ellie ( source of
could commit and be working in so many
Swan.
r»
t. Ο
ι»
Ι..λΜΑ f.Am Πα^α
orders at tbe same time and yot give the
l'inuvio unovk
such
with
accuracy.
work in each
over Sunday.
he was a
John Stearns of Portland was the Among tbe orders of wbioh
was Oxford Lodge, F. and A.
gaeet of friende in town for the week- member
Oxford Royal Arch Chapter, the
Μ
end.
I. O. O. F.,
The Swastika Club will be entertained Shrine, Norway Lodge,
E. of P., and
Wednesday evening by Miss Claribelle Pennesseewassee Lodge,
Knights of tbe Golden Eagle. Tbe work
DeCoster at ber borne on Elm Street.
Miss Alice Mattor epeot Sunday with and time he gave to those organizations
will long be remembered.
her parents in this village.
The remains were brought to Norway
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hayden have reand will and tbe fnneral was held at tbe Methturned from Haverhill, Mass
attendmake their home in Norway aa Mr. Hay- odist church Saturday afternoon,
ed by tbe pastor, Rev. H. L. Nichols,
den's health is better here.
at
Frank Lovejoy was in Bethel several tbe Masonic service being given
his mat- the close. The floral offerings, which
of
interest
the
week
in
last
days
teswere abundant and of great beauty,
tress business.
which the deAlbert Hobbs, U. of M., has been a tified to the esteem in
Nash.
ceased was held by a large cirole of
guest in the family of J. Waldo
Burial took place in Pine
A paper has been circulated and gen- friends.
erally signed by tbe merchants to close Grove Cemetery.
their stores at 8:15 next Monday mornProfessor Wm. R. Chapman of the
ing so tbat all may attend town meetMaine Music Festival announces that it
ing.
John B. Matthews of Troy, N. Y., bas is hoped that the ball at Portland may be
been a guest in the family of Lee Smith. connected during the coming Festival by
Mrs. Jennie Young visited her cousin, telephone with San Francisco, so that
Mrs. Ettie Thompson, at Auburn last the official Panama Exposition Hymn as
week.
sung in Portland may be beard on the
At the Republican caucns Saturday Pacific coast.
afternoon the old board of officers were
nominated as candidates to be voted for Mother Oray's Sweet Powders For Children.
at town election next Monday.
For Feverlehnene, Kail Stoma b, Teething Die
J. B. Field, Alpine Street, is seriously ortlere, move anil regulate the Irawols anil are a
by mothers
plearant remedy for worm*. Used
ill, threatened with pneumonia.
Atalldrugglete,
for Λ5 years. TUey never fall.
Miss Grace Snow expects to go Friday 25c. sample
Allen S. OlmKKKK.
Address,
$150.
0-9
of tbis week to Springvale, where sbe stead, Le Roy, Ν. T.
We have a long list of men you know will take tho domestic course in Nasson
Born.
and are well acquainted with who have Institute.
had Ed V. Price <fe Co. custom clothes—
not readymade—of us, to whom we
In South Paris, Feb. 21, to the wife of Hurr F.
An embargo against shipments of live
would like to refer you. They will stock and poultry from Massachusetts, JoneH, a daughter, lljlen Lucllcof P. A.
Ripley,
In Itemlo, Feb. 11), to the wife
make you a customer of ours. Why— Rhode Island, New York and Connecta Hon.
Because they are satisfied. Come in icut has been orbered by Boyden Bearce,
In Mexico, Feb. 14. to the wife of Howard
and let us tell you who they are.—F. U. live stock sanitary commissioner. Noti- Vaughn, a son.
In Rumford, Feb. 17, to the wife of William
Noyes Co.
fication was given to agents of all trans- Rob?rts, a daughter.
tbat
shipments
In Rumford, Feb. ]β, to the wife of William
companies
Woman suffrage is certainly advanc- portation
states would not be permit- McCormlck, a son.
of the from these
conversative
In Rumford, Feb. 16, to the wife of Samuel
Massachusetts,
ing.
ted until further notice, beoause of tbe
a daughter.
conservatives, will vote on the question foot and mouth disease. Permits issned Foster,
In South Parle, Feb. 16, to the wife of Maitl
next fall.
a eon.
by Dr. A. Joly, tbe piedecessor of Mr. A.InKomulalnen,
Albany, Jan 14,to the wife of Joseph K.
An embargo
are declared void.
a
Rand, daughter.
New spring coats are commencing to pearce,
on horses from Canada is also declared
Call in and look them over. We
come.
for two weeks.
H.
Married.
Noyta
would enjoy showing you.—F.

!

dishes.

Dixfleld High School Burned.

NORWAY.

Butines* for Tow· Mooting.

m a

tending

to

bring

about that

monious, machine-like action of every

complete, harpart, which in-

health.
We have faith in Rexall

sures

Sarsaparilla Tonic. We
healthier and happier—If it

believe it will make you
doesn't, your money back.

A bottle containing: 128 adult doses,

later in life.
WÏNLS

of misfortune

If

generally blow upon EVERYBODY sooner or
trouble by having; ε
you are prepared to meet

GOOD^BANX BALANCE you can weather any OALE.
the STJBEST protection against the tempest of ill luck.

book is
are not a

here start AT ONCE. We
vane of hundreds of SATISFIED FEBSONS.
itorm that is SURE to come.

depositor

are

A bank
If yo

the financial weathci

Chas H Howard Co
s

Savings Department Connected with

South Paris

Maine

Special DISCOUNT

SALE

PabisTrust Company
MAINE

SOUTH PARIS

Horse Blankets and
Fur and Wool Robes
ARE MARKED DOWN at The Tucker Harness Store
You should take advantage of this sale and
save money on a blanket or robe.

James N. Favor,
"CASTORIA For Intints and Children.
Th> KJni Yon HmAlww Biught

Signature
of

BEGINNING MONDAY, FEB. 22
Here Are

a

Few of the Real

Bargains We Offer
7 l-2c per

yard

7c per

yard

12 l-2c per

yard

600

yards

36 inch Percales

600

yards

standard 40 inch Sheetings

16 cent Ripplettes

7c per yard

Family Crash
12

yard pieces Long

10, 12 1-2, 21, 26c each

Turkish Towels

$1.60

piece

9, 10, 1-2 12, 19c each

Huck Towels

Blankets

79c

Cloth

value

$1.39 pair

White Dress Goods at Half Price.

PROP. OP THI TUCK·"
HARNISa STOP·.

NORWAV, MAINE
Bears the

on

DRY GOODS

BRANCH BANK AT BUCKFIELD, MAINE.

MAIN STREET,

Store

The

«

Frepare NOW for the

and over, on even
We pay 2 per cent interest on check account of $500
hundreds. Interest credited to your account last oi every month.

01

$1.00.

N. DAYTON BOLSTER CO.

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.

Now is the Time to Buy

Oorreepoadenoe on toplee

FOOTWEAR
We

show you almost any-

can

thing you want in the line of footwear, our stock is very complete
and

our

prices

are

always right

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.
NORWAY, MAINE.

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK.

Telephone

38-2

VvERLASTif
j£j

^

w

$1.60,-1.90,-2.25

per square

SOLD ONLY BY

ηίΙΠίΤίΚίΓ
vi

S. P. Maxim & Son
Maine

South Paris,

will examine if you are prudentwill buy if you are smart-Your hardware at the
modern hardware store of

J. P. Richardson,

Maine.

South Paris,

FARMERS!
Have

We

a

Carload

of

=FERTILIZE1RS=
Due this week.

This is the Coe-Mortimer Brand,

and storage,

price.

Or

a

we

will make you

a

special

low cash

we

get

Peanut Suggestions.
Peanuts as a food, are cheap, appetiz
ing, and nutritious; three qualities which
favor their extensive use. The following recipes tell you about some good
things to be made from tbem.

until Fall.

telephone us to book your order and
will notify you when the car arrives.
Write

tricky things

mixed up, but the best thing is to
let each ooe decide for himself as early
in life as possible aud suffer for the mistakes he makes in separating them.
The mother of the family should
handle the family purse and if she does
she will be much better fitted to train
her children in wise economy and saving
habits.

may have credit

responsible party

areas that darken toward lunar noon
Dollars and Sense.
lunar» sunset
"Io Time of Pence Prepare for War" and fade out toward
il m good η rule for families aa for na- They correspond In some degree to the
tlons. When prosperity ia on deck and eo called Martian seas, and Professor
we are aaillng under full aail, then la the Pickering uses the term "fields" to detime to take to canvas and prepare for scribe these plains or slopes, wbjch he
atorma. Do jour economizing before believes to be covered with vegetation.
it i·
you are driven to it. But maybe
He Is convinced tifkt the dark fields to
too late to talk about saving, and you
seen during the lunar summer do
be
times
bard
tbe
of
are in tbe storm center
not owe their blackness to shadow, for
already.
Women being tbe family buyer·, of you can see them at full inoon when
necessity, they need all tbe financial shadows are absolutely invisible. The
of- blue-black color of the fields and catraining they can get since they are
ten called upon to make a' dollar do the nals, be argues, can therefore be owing
work of two. Aa a rule they are good at
only to a discoloration of the surface
making purchaaes, but the moat fre- thafcomes alike on elopes and levels
aeldom
that
ia
they
quent diffionlty
lunur euinmer, and that Is Invisknow bow many dollara they have to In the
We
a family la run ible in the spring and autumn.
there
and
Here
apend!
In that
on good bnalness principles but the com- know of uo mineral that acts
mon pract'ce is that the wife baa to ex- manner, and the only possible explatract from her husband's grudging purse nation seems to be that It is the result
whatever she can get at tbe time, or of α covering of vegetation.—Youth's
tbey have tbe pernicious custom of allow- Companion.
ing her to run bills that be finds much
too large wheb be comes to pay tbem.
The Smoker*· Paradise.
No woman can economize intelligently
when she doean't know "where she is
Mexico may be called the smoker's
at" financially. If her husband cannot paradise. There Is plenty of good,
rlae quite to the heights of tbe youog
cheap tobacco in that country, where
man who took his wife into partnerahip,
Furthermore,
tbe leaf grows freely.
he can at least give her an allowance,
tax is levied upon it. One may buy
and have a full nod just agreement ns to no
as good us
exactly what that allowance mnst cover. in Mexico α cigar, every bit
Every child In the family should be the average ten cent brand in this
reared with the same system of an al- country, for a sum equivalent to two
lowance, if it be only a penny a week. and a half cents of our money. CigaAfter a while children learn the joys of
rettes are cbeap in proportion. To proearning and should be encouraged by tect the domestic article Mexico levies
do.
work
for
sums
email
they
receiving
tax upon Imported toOne of the best character builders is the a prohibitive
of
discipline of doing without the things bacco, so that no Mexican thinks
that cannot be earned, and earning what- buying an American cigar. The laborIf children are taught ing classes are able to buy two boxes
ever one spends.
from an early period that there is more of
cigarettes, containing ten each, for
to
be gained by tbe possession of
two and a half cents In our money.
books and home comforts than by the
The tobacco in these Is the sun dried
tleeting joys of drens and passing shows,
natural leaf and of coarse grade, with
for
foundation
valuable
a
have
tbey
The market
coarse paper wrappings.
their education.
To stay away from the money-drain- is abundantly supplied also with cigaing "movies," and to give up candy for rettes of high grade tobacco in the best
the sake of getting a good book or addpaper wrappings. For the most part
icg to the family fund to buy a phono- the Mexican takes his tobacco in the
graph—these are worth-while sacrifices. form of
cigarettes.—New York Tribune.
As for the women of the family, once
they know the value of labor-saving conA Tongue Twieter.
wear
their old
will
trivances they
Do you read by sight or sound? Do
to
in
order
another
clothes
acquire
year
skim the sense or pronounce the
tireless cookers, patent washers, bread you
mixers and a host of other helps. The words as you go? Iuaudibly, but conmain reason why more women do not sciously? There are many readers who
have these things is that they do not com- read by the ear, and when this writer
mand the money tbey spend and have had written the sentence about Wick
little or no choice as to what it shall be
(there was an election there)—"Wick is
laid out on.
rich in Pictlsh relics"—he leaned back
As one man put it—"I give my family
tried to whisper it, thinking of the
what tbey need—I can do no more!" and
relics."
But who made the decision of what each next "Wick is rich in Pictish
In his case it was not the Say It three times quickly.—London
one needs?
wife, who should have known! Very Mall.
iikely they got more than they needed
Old Newspapers.
and fell far short of what they wanted.
We all know the answer of the little girl
Old newspapers form the basis of
in the Sunday School who sobbed out most of the boxes in which goods are
her answer to the question of what she
in the furnishings stores. When
"Oh, kept
needed as her Christmas tree gift.
into pulp and treated with cerI s pose I need a flannel petticoat, but I ground
furnish an ideal
Needs and wants tain chemicals they
want a bosom pin!"
material for the pasteboard used In
and too often
Are

by the largest independent Fertilizer Co. in
the United States and are always satisfactory.
If you will come to the car on its arrival to get
your supply and save us the expense of hauling
made

of Interest to the IndM

tseoUclted. Address: Editor Ho··"*"»*
Columh· Oxford Democrat, Soath Put·» M·

or

TEANUT SALAD

N. DAYTON BOLSTER CO.
35 Market

Square,

the cheapest as well as the more expensive grades of boxes.—Argonaut.

Truth or Fiction?
"Ah. what a difference there Is," remarked the cynic wearily, "between
courtship and marriage! Courtship Is
made up of soft nothings—marriage of
hard facts."
And he broke the world's record for
a sigh.—New York Times.

Best For the Inner Man.
We are very fond of music, literature and art, but when all Is said and
done nothing makes a stronger appear
to us thau something in the nature of

Mix five tablespoonfuls of lemon juice
with ooe heaping tablespoonful of peanut butter, rubbing to a smooth paste. • fritter.—Ohio State Journal.
Season with salt and cayenne pepper,
ind use as a dressing for equal quantiThe Anemone.
ties of celery and tart apples cut into
The anemone, according to mythol«mall pieces. Serve on lettuce leaves,
ogy. sprang from the blood of Adonis,
*nd garnish with salted peanuts.
mingled with the tears which Venus
VKBMONT PEANUT SALAD

Chop fresh roasted peanuts, but not
âne enough to become pasty. Add twice

MAINE

SOUTH PARIS,

Lunar Vegetation.
Professor Pickering of the Harvard
astronomical oliservatory déclarée that
there Is nothing less true than that the
inoon is without air, -water or vegetaThere are certain large lunar
tion.

shed over his body.

The saddest thing under the sky Is a
tbe amount of finely chopped cabbage.
Serve with cream salad dressing on let- soul incapable of sadness.—Countess de
tuce leaves, and garnish with parsley.
Gasparin.

Shell and skin freshly roaeted peanuts,
and roll them to fine crumbs with a rolling-pin on a bread-board. Salt to taste,
<*ud mix with enough fresh cream cheese
to make a paste that can be easily

FIVE CENTS PROVES IT.
A Generous Offer. Cut oat this ad,
enclose with 5 ceota to Foley & Co., Chi-

cago, III., and they will send yon our trial package containing Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound for coughs, colda, croup,
*piead. Use thin slices of unbuttered bronchial and lagrippe coughs; Foley
bread, and keep the sandwiches in a Kidney Pills and Foley Cathartic Tabcool, damp place until wanted.
lets. For sale in your town by A. E.
PEANUT DROP CAKES
Shurtleff Co., South Paris. Andrews <fc
Cream one cup of sugar with half a Johnson, Paris.
cup of buiter. Add two eggs, well beat"There are ladies on the jury."
en, a quarter cup of milk, and two cups
"They ought to favor a lady defendtlour into which has been sifted one teaant."
spoon baking powder. Stir in one cup
care"We shall have to be

exceedingly
would be good pol-

chopped peanuts, drop by spoonfuls on ful. 1 don't think it
To keep
to well greased tins, and bake.
icy for our fair client
crisp, wrap in waxed paper and place in than they do."
tins with close covers.

^—

PEANUT COOKIES

Cream together one cup shortening
md one and a quarter cups brown sugar.
Add two well beaten eggs, one pound of
chopped pitted dates, a quarter pound of
chopped peanuts, one teaspoon cinnamon, half a teaspoon allspice, and one
teaspoon soda dissolved in a tablespoon
of warm water. Stir in- enough flour
(two and a half cups or more) to make
batter stiff enough to roll. Cat out,
lay in a pan, and bake in a hot oven until brown. Peanut cookies may be served hot or cold, and are delicious with
tea or coffee.

Light, tender, mouth-melting cake, the

kind that you are proud to serve, whether
it is just a cake you stirred up for the
family or a splendid big rich one for

the birthday party.

Wonderful for pastry, too, and just as good
for biscuits, hot rolls and bread.
Goes farther—a help in household economy
—because it is milled by a special process

Potat· Recipes.
POTATO CHAMBBE

from Ohio Red Winter Wheat.
Your grocer will have it. Good grocers like

to

*11

Slice some raw potatoes and fry
little butter and grated cheese.

William Tell Flour

Green Mountain Silos!
EVERY FARMER SHOULD HAVE ONE
The farmer who has a silo appreciates its value. We are
agents for the Qreen Mountain, the recognized leader in the
country. The lumber in these silos is saturated in creosote
which prolongs the life of the wood many years. Place your
order for one now, so to have ample time to get it ready for
the fall harvest
We have the Blizzard cutter and blower, and
engine as there is made for the money.

as

good

CALL AND SEE US BEFORE BUYING.

A.

W. WALKER & SON,
SOUTH

PARIS,

MAINE.

SEWING
MACHINES.
Send for Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,
South Paris.

>yeburg.

dress

better

AFTER MANY YEARS

J. L. Southers, Eau Claire, Wis.,
writes: "Years ago I wrote you in regard to great result* I obtained from
Foley Kidney Pills. After all these
years I have never had a return of those
terrible backaches or sleepless nights; I
Hen and womam permanently cured."
en, young and old, And this reliable remedy relieves rheumatism, baokache,
Ht iff joints, and ills caused by weak or
A. E.
diseased kidneys or bladder.
Shurtleff Co., South Paris. Andrews &
Johnson, Pari·.

First Urchin—Say, Chlmmie, wot'·
die stratergy tMng dey talk about?
Second Urchin—Well, It's like die:
Sui'posia' yer run out of ammunition
with an' yer don't want de enemy ter know
it, den its stratergy ter keep on flrlu'.

DUCHESS POTATOES
CROUΡ AN5~WHOOPING COUGΗ
Take mashed potato and thicken with
Mrs. T. Neurener, Eau Claire, Wis.,
the yolk of an egg. Add a little butter.
says: "Foley's Honey and Tar ComSalt and pepper to taste and bake in
pound cured my boy of a very severe atballe in a pan.
tack of croup after others bad failed.
GNOCHI A LA NEAPOLITAN
Our milkman cnred bis children of
Boil and mash one pound of potatoes. whooping cough." Foley's has a forty
Mix while hot with just enongh Hour to years record of similar cases. Contains
make a hard dough. Salt and pepper to no opiates. Always insist on Foley's.
At·
taste and bake in walnnt shells in pan. A.· E. Shurtleff Co., South Paris.
Then
into
water for 10 min- drews & Johnson, Paris.

drop

boiling

utes. Strain off water and
tomato sauce.

serve

with

TO SEHVE LEFT OVEB POTATO

Huodreds of health articles appear in

How He* Was Saved. X
M. H. WORSLEY.

oanoe.

prac-1

{

back, rheumatism,

weigh

kidoey

one

I

J

spoke.

;

pushed

jamb

The romance of wheels has gone,
Wheels are
never to return again.
now looked upon merely as accessories, whirling indifferently, faster and

faster,-but practically Ignored.

He Saw the Battle.
There were no war correspondents In
Wellington's time, but that his attitude
toward such would have been friendly
may be judged by a story told by Lady

I

drew him into the humble apartment.
The man already there rose to meet
I
him, but tbe woman wns tbe first to

j

staring hard ut the stranger.
His eyes were still
"How's the gal 7"
fixed on those of tfie other man. "How
long have you been in this country?"
he asked in a suspicious voice.
"Long enough to know a man when
Your horse has slipped his
: I see one.
halter, Brunte Heath."
I Two heads were turned to the open
door simultaneously, Heath's and the

drew back the bolts.
The man at the door leaped lightly
from his saddle and politely raised his
hat His companions drew back their
...

horses and waited.
"I apologize for having disturbed a
woman at this time of night, but we're

ex-freighter by tbe

of Joe Gregar. 'Lifted' a horse some
miles back and not the first by a good
He's given us a mighty good
many.
run for the money, but 1 reckon we've

partufà

even

if she didn't have a

cent."—Philadelphia Record.

Comprehensive Advice.

It is probable that seldom tins better
advice been given than In the following condensed rules: Prink less, breathe
more; eat less, chew more; ride less,
walk more; clothe less, bathe more:
worry less, work more; waste less,

I

give more; write less, read more: talk
less, think more; preach less, practice
To follow these is to strive for
more.
better health, further popularity and

greater

success.

Explaining

It.
his mother, "what
mischief have you been up to now? I
••an tell by the look in your eyes that
you have been naughty."
"Oh." replied Robert, "that's part o*
the look left over from the last time
I was naughty."—Chicago News.

j

rne intormant.

"I never knew until last night whai
u bright fellow Mr. Fiddlewit Is"
IIow did you find It out
"H'm!

flushed face of a suffering girl child. honest work! 1 shall come back one
The woman recrossed the floor.
I of these days"—he glu need meaningly
"Is that your man?" she asked ί at the woman-"to see how the patient
brokenly. "Would you like to search ! is progressing."
He walked to the door and looked
further?"
"No." he said; "I'll take your word I back.
If you'll take my apologies. What Is
Brunte Heath was bending over his
it? Can't be fever this weather, but little girl.
The woman was standing
her face Is flushed."
; transfixed In the center of the room.
"Broke her arm," said the woman, The sheriff held up α finger, and she
"and it's set badly."
went to him as one In a dream.
The man behind the curtain waited
"It is probable tant they'll be wanttill the sheriff had gone and then came ing a new sheriff." he laughed, "but
from bis biding place.
I want you to believe that I feel It
"Why didn't you tell me?" he asked, was worth it"
She gave him a sweet smUe, and all
nodding at the shakedown. "Is it your
that she said 'was:
kiddy?"
! "Come back!"
"No; my niece."
"Let me have a look at her arm."
He went over to the shakedown and
The China of Burma.
gently turned aside the clothes. The
The Chins of Burma are divided Into
child looked up into his face and seem- a large number of clans, and a man
ed satisfied.
may not marry a woman of his own
"Are you the doctor man?" she askclan, but nfter the marrlape ceremonies
ed. He nodded reassuringly and com
are over the wife Is initiated into her
menced tenderly to remove the band
husband's clan and has her wrists
ages.
wrapped round with cotton yarn as a
"Set!" he muttered. "It hasn t had witness to all evil spirits that she Is
Who made these under the guardianship of the kun, or
a chance to set.
splints?"
ancestry, of lier husband. The Chins
"I did." said the woman. "It was the are afraid of witches; but. as has been
best I could do."
the case with other peoples, they find
"You can't expect a woman to be great difficulty lu learning for certain
clever at everything," be mused. "Give whether a given woman Is a witch or
With the aid of bis not. If they knew it they would cerme that box."
Jackknife be fashioned the splints and tainly drive the womau out of the vil"Now that
cast round for a sling.
lage and perhaps resort to further viobelt," he commanded, indicating a lence. Like the Burmese, they believe
man's cartridge belt banging behind that witches have the power by their
the door.
incantations to introduce foreign matMechanically she handed it to him. ters into the bodies of those whom
and, though the muscles of her face did they hate and so to cause them to die.
not move, she saw the look of surprise
that came into his eyes as he took the
Tha First London Directory.
belt in his fingers and turned It over.
The great family of Smith, Brown,
was
hour
the
child
Within half an
Jones and Robinson had not spread so
sleeping peacefully.
far over London when the first direc"I'm obliged to you," said the womtory was published as it has now. Onlj
"Are we quits?"
an.
eighteen Smiths, ten Browns, nine
"1 should like to think so." he re- Joneses and four Robinsons ttgure in
plied, moving toward the door.
it, the Cooks. Halls. IIllls and Kings
"There are a couple of horse rugs In
being almost as numerous. There were
the other room." she said quietly. "The then but five London bankers, or "golddrifts would give you less of a chance Bmlths that
keep running cash." as the
than the sheriff did."
Richard
directory describes them
Embarrassment showed itself in the Blanchard & Child, at the Marygold, in
twitching of his fingers.
Fleet street; Mr. Coggs, in the Strand,
"I shall sit up with the child," she at the
Head; Benjamin Hinton,

llieu?"
"He told me."—Judge.

j
j

Hard Luck.

"Terrible predicament Jones
"What was that?"

was

in."

To lose money 111 is indeed often a
crime, but to get It III Is a worse one.
and to spend It 111 Is worst of all.

1

GOODYEAR GLOVE RUBBERS

f»

get the best grades. I carry
all styles for men, boys, youths,

ferior
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LIABILITIES DEC.
Set Unpaid Lnsse»
L'nearne<l Premiums
All other Liabilities
i.'ash Capital
Surplus over all Liabilities

î

t

rotal Liabilities and

)
Surplus.
W. J. WHEELER A CO., Ag
South Pari», Maine.

Queen Insurance Company of America
84

WILLIAM STREET, V. V
ASSETS

II

(

DEC. 31, l.'U

M

Real Estate
Mortgage Loans
Collateral Loan*
«looks and lton<le
Cash In Office and Hank
A (rents' Ualame*
Bills Receivable
Inter· st ami Rente
Allother Assets

I

ur'ss Assets
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«

V
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ν et
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Unpaid Losses.
»
Unearned Premiums
Allother Liabilities
: a-h Capital
Surplus over all Liabilities

M-

:

■

it..'

Total Liabilities and
W.

,| 1··.
Surplus
J, W HEELER A CO., Age
South Paris, Maine.

1

Royal Indemnity Com pan y
OF NEW YOZK

ASSETS, 31 DEC., 1914
Stocks and Bonds, Market Value.. .i
Uash In Office and Bank
Ageit*' Ba'ances
Utile Receivable
Interest and Bents
\ II other Assets

I

»i

I*

t
·
1

Gross Assets
Deduct Items not admitted

?<.·■·

Admitted Assets
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··

!<·
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LIABILITIES, 31 DEC., I'Jl4
?
<ct Unpaid Losses
1

I'ucarned I'remlums
Ml other Liabilities
ash Capital
iurp'us over all I.labl.ltles

■'·

:

I

i 4..
Surplus
Includes Voluntary Contingent r>

rotal Liabilities and
•

(

'ISO OOO.iM).

FIELD A COW LES, Managers, Β
IV. J. WIIEELEK A CO., Agents,

st

ν

1

South Par!·

PHŒNIX ASSURANCE 0
London.
ΤΙΙΚ COM PAN V P
ΠΙΕ ASSETS
U.S. ARE AS FOLLOWS :
Jash on hand and In the hands of
t i
Agents or other persons
teal Estate unincumbered
ionds owned by the Company, bear
In# Interest at the rate of—per
cent., secured as follows :
Marketvaiuc 4
Hate Bonds
Municipal Bonds
1
itallroad Bonds
Miscellaneous Bonds
Hocks
Loans on Bonds and Mort^^··
Beal Estate, worth doub c the
amount for whl< h the same Is
mortgaged, an free from any
prior lncumbrau< t
)el> s otherwise se<
>ebts 'or premiums
*
Ill other securities
I·

Total Asstrs
LIABILITIES
Vmount due to Banks or other crc
I tors
t mount owing, and not due, to Haul.
and other creditors
^ossc-· adjusted and due
■oases aojusted and not due
.os se s lu su·· pense,
er proof

waiting for fuitii

til other claims against the company
I mount necessary to reinsure out
standing risks
Total Liabilities
Γΐιβ
Ntc

Kreatest amount Id any

1

ο m:

Dep.
greatest amount allowed by the I ui on
rules of the Company to t>c In ! struct I
stired In any one city, town or f occupai
rl»k

and flre<.
village
partuie η
Pbe greatest amount allowed to be
Innurt il In any one block
J
A
WtlKELEK
CO..
Agent».
W.J.
South l'art», Malin

Berkshire Mutual Fire
Insurance Company.
IMttafleld, Mti·.
ASSETS DEC.

lortgagc Loans..

31, 1914.

Î

tœk» ami Itonds
iMll In OfltoeUd Hank
ntercat

an 1

·

Rents.

'·

i-'
1

Gross assets
leduct Item» not a Imltted

women, misses and children.
Prices about the same as in-

-j

·.,

·:■

gent»' BtltlKtf

and

I

Admitted assets

LIABILITIES DEC.31.lUU.
it Unpaid Losses
t
Γ
^ncarne.l Premiums
>11 oilier Liabilities
urplus over all Liabilities..

grades.

•ital Liabilities and
4

■>

I

Surplus

-» ·'

W. 0. Frothingham,
Maine.

South Paris,

'Here We
Have It Γ

L. S. BILLINGS

CtS

K=

·'

ml·.

Lombard street—Tandon Graphic.

The Best Mcdici-ia Ma<k
fcr Kdney and BladderTroubles'

Dreaaea and Flowera.
If you have had a waist or a light
dress stained by wearing a buneh of
flowers you will appreciate how much
trouble mipht be saved by owning a
chamois case to cover the stem. Make
this by stitching into shape a piece of

FOLEY
KIDNEY
PILLS

Into this
chamois the desired size.
case may be slipped the stems of any
Bhort stemmed flowers, and then they
may be carried or worn without stain-

MANUFACTURER OP AND DEALER IN

Red Cedar and Spruce Clap
boards, New Brunswick Cedar
Shingles, North Carolina Pine.
and
Sheathing,
Flooring
Paroid Roofing, Wall Board,
Apple Barrel Heads, and
LUMBER OF ALL KINDS

Maine.

South Paris,

Kidneys

Cl
K. K. SHURTLKPK Λ CU.,
A. L.CLARK DRUG CO..

South Purl».

DR. AUSTIN

TENNEY

OCULIST
be

Will

Love's Vict'm.
"Where did you get that awful Indi-

I

gestion?"
"My wife tried to win my love
through my stomach."—Philadelphia
Ledger.

perfectly

by

WM. 0. LEAVITT
<

Mi

CO.,

Norway, Maine.

8 Co.36,B,o,dwe Newïorfc
1UNH
Branch OQce. OS Κ St- Washing!
.>

Bankrupt's

Petition for Discbaree.

the matter of
IRVING 8.THOMPSON.

)

J

In

! >·>

i:»

Bankrupt. J
ο the Ho*. Clarknck IIalk, Ju l.
trlct Court of the United States for

t

THOMPSON, of Rumf··
of Osford, and Stnte of

at

bin

rooms

over

C. F.

Wlwith

vast hoocft, capable me
too· eelllof ability,
aceata to aell CoOee, Te*,_,

to act a*

Baking

Powder,

Splcea

tke United State*.
experience ne
Liber
commlailon

aarp.

paid

I β r »a
rail a e
Income
larger poor
the larger pour
You hare oo
nooep Inveated
Be poor own bon.
t chance, tend (or panpklet.
hat Atlantic λ Pacific Tu Co.
Dipt. p. Box 290, New Yobk Crrr
•

Bl

I

■

-'·

<'
m

>
'·"
>'■·■■·
A t-

of the orders of Court touching "'·

v

therefore

ree
he prays, That he may '·<
»
r the Court to have a full discharge from
ι'
ibts provable against hi* csLtt·· un :
·■*
inkruntcr Acts, except such debt- .v· »rf
by law from such discharge
ated this'.'Ttb day of Jan.. A. D. 1
IRVING 8. THOMPSON, H it- Γ!

K«d

Ixtractjtand apecial pel
Crocetliea. la mall cltlea
and town· throughout

The Spear of 8arcaam.
"The whaling industry is dead."
That are
rhat will fit.
"Yes," replied Miss Cayenne. "Throw- , >afe. If in need send fifteen cents
ing the harpoon is now classed as an
next mai'.
with size.
Get one
indoor sport"—Washington Star.

■

id

Ridlon'e grocery, Norway, Friday, Feb.
26'h, and the last Friday of each follow·
iog month. Hours 10:30 A. u. to 0 p. u.

wind?"-Wisconsin State Journal.

handaomely Illustrated woekly. \*r.
»
»
ilatlon of any scientific Journal. Ten
·"·
«nr: foarmonthe.il. Sold by all ne"sd<*

District, respectfully represent-(
day of April last past, he wan du!
inkrupt under the Acts of Congre
snkruptcy; that he has duly surrei
s
property aud rights of property,.!. id
implied with all the requirement* of

Norway, Maine-

to come on such a windy day."
The bishop replied: "Tut, tut, my
Didv't I come to raise the
friend.

Scientific American.

>

County

and

Bladder.

'*

■

,Id
th

Rheumatism.

It Would Help.
A facetious bishop went to preach a
charity sermon a short time ago in a
rhurch. The rector said:
"I am grieved that you should have

....

Traoc Marks
Designs
Copyrights 4c.

'·
Anyone «ending a sketch and descrlpt
»■■··
:Mlckly ascertain nur opinion free
nviMitlon is probably patentable. Com
tons strictly confldentliU. HANDBOOK our
•nt free. Oldest agency fur securing pa
Patents taken tnrougli Munn 4. co.
rial noHet, without charge. In tbM

of Maine:
RVING S.

cof Backache,

gown—Exchange.

Don't tell your enemy what you
think of him; it will worry him l·»!»
more to have to gueee.-Smart Sat.

Gross Assets
Deduct Items not admitted

BUY

at the Flower de Luce, in" I/ombard
street; James Hcrrlott, at the Naked
Boy, In Flefit street, and James Johnson, at the Three Flower de Luces, in

or

οr us are

Γ

King's

ing waist, glove

afraid sometimes, and
to be hrave In spite of our fear is to
show a true courage

Most

Ruskln.

!

LiOim Unadjusted
mum.

know,
Butcher- Well,
ycr
meat's very dear today. Mrs Oubbins
-Πο! Thfii gimme a pound o' yester
day's steak, please. Sydney Bulletin.

American.

—

It."

Turning Back the Clock.

"Got In hot water and couldn't get
anybody to ball him out."—Baltimore

j

lerves

Fruit of Sterility.
Stranger- Do those fields over there
Native— Yep;
raise anything?
ever
they raise that same questiou In the
mind of everybody who sees them.—
Chicago I'osL

Ledger.

j
[!

added.

world ever put in successful operation.

Evidence.
He—Pldn't It ever occur to you thn
1 was In love with yon? She-Certain
Haven't you ever noticed mt
ly.
Philadelphia
laughing to myself?

Real Estate
Mortgage Loans
Collateral loans
Hooks ami Bond·
Ja*h In Office ami llank
Agents' Balance·
Hills Receivable
Inictc-t and Rente
All other Assets

of the money.

A Remarkable Prediction.
Manasseh Cutler of Massachusetts, In
a circular lu 17S7 "booming" the settlement whhli the New Englamlers
were about t » plant on the Ohio at the
mouth of the Muskingum, declared that
•'the current down the Ohio and tb
Mississippi" for produce and merchandise of all sort.s would one day "be
more crowded than any other streams
on earth," which was a remarkable
prediction considering that it wan
made twenty years lie fore Fulton'p
Clermont was launched in the Hudson,
which was the first steamboat In the

"Robert." said

j

LONDON, ENGLAND
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1S14

be almost invisible. Through this loophole the followers of the prophet found
a way of escape from the difficulty, deciding that no harm would come In the

silent partner with $1,0)0."
"Funny!" growled Gllsou. "Yes; it's
terribly funny. If he'd married you
he'd have been darned glad to get a

Corporation

London Assurance

little when It came to dolls, especially
in view of what was later to happen.
When British rupees were first circulated in India the figure of the sovereign in relief was regarded with distrust. Fortunately for the peace of the
merchant the eye was so small as to

A Sioriehenge Legend.
Friar's Heel is the name given to a
largo stone at Stouehcnge, England.
An interesting tale surrounds the placing of this stone in Its present upright position, it is related that (Geoffrey of Moumouth said that the devil
hought some stones of an old woman
in Ireland, wrapped them up in withies
and took them to Salisbury plain. Before lie ;:<>t to Mount Ambre the withies
broke and one of the stones fell into
the Avon; the rest were carried to the
plain. After the fiend had fixed them
in the ground he cried out, "No man
will ever find out how these stones
A friar replied, "That's
came here."
more than thee can tell." whereupon
the fiend threw one of the stones at
him and struck him on the heel. The
stone stuck In the ground and Is said
to remain there to the present hour.

Main

on

JAMES S. WRIGHT.

letf

ing the power to endow it with human
and spiritual privileges. One feels that
the prophet might have compromised a

a

silent

wave

this deficiency. The Moslems believe
that any human figure that is made by
man will receive life at the last day
and will reproach its maker for having
brought it into existence without hav-

read little items from It.
"Oh. Henry," she laughed, "Isn't this
funny? Here is a man advertising for

building lots,

Street, South Paris, known as
the Hewett place ; also house
ind lot at West Paris, known
els the Dudley stand.

Queerest Dolls In the World.
The dollies played with by little Mohammcdan children are sadly unique.
They are not allowed any features and
are, in fact, little more than mere bundles of rags rolled up. .Mrs. Penny in
"Southern India" recalls the reason for

use

Cottage house and lot
Park Street, South Parie
Village ; houee and lot, with

on

extra

would then give his orders, ulso by
wireless.—Pearson's Weekly.

Family Fun.
had been having a quarrel, and
after Mrs. Gilson had spoken the last
word, as usual, she felt that perhaps
she had overdone the matter and, picking up the evening paper, began to

treed him."
"You're the new sheriff, aren t you ι
There was biting Irony In her voice.
"We've heard about you In these parts.
Something brand new from Boston, his nose. "Nan. little gal. they've playeh? Came out here to show them how ed it low down on you this time. Have
to rope In Brunte Heuth. didn't you/ I you beeu properly Introduced to the
'
new sheriff?"
Is it Brunte that you're after?"
"Brunte can wait. We'll take Gregar
The sheriff thrust his revolver Into
to go on with. Like us not they're one Its bolster and held out bis hand to
and the same."
the man.
"Is your seuse of manliness as great
"I did manage to take you without
as your sense of Justice?
Perhaps firing a shot. Brunte." he said with a
you'd like to search my sliack?"
laugh. "Bear tbut In mind, will you?
"It's my duty." he stammered, "mu :b Because one of these days you may
as I may regret it"
! Lear the fellows chipping the new
She stepped back from the door ana sheriff, and then you can-well, you
walked slowly to the other side of the can butt In and say that he wasn't
She stooped over α shakedown, quite as green as be looked. I dou'r
room
then turned and glanced at the man In know what you've got in tbe pack for
the doorway.
the little girl, but if It's a doll to play
He was watching her curiously. with it will do her more good than
Something beneath the clothes on the ' medicine. Keep her arm In the splints
shakedown stirred uneasily. She whis- for a couple of weeks and keep your
pered soothingly and drew down the heart up for good. That little girl on
sheet The man at the door saw the the shakedown is worth working for—

particular

,

that the area of their vlsiou Is enormous, and it would be almost Impossible for a fleet to pass unobserved.
Immediately any of the ships sight the
enemy's squadron they would report at
once by wireless, stating the number
of ships sighted, with their speed, latitude and longitude, etc. The admiral

They

And a cold official voice
woman's.
turned them back again.
"Put up your hands. Brunte Heath.
I've got you covered, and It wouldn't
be easy to miss from this distance!"
"1 thought that I recognized you."
said Brunte. stretching bis hands above
his bead and smiliug bitterly as the
barrel of the revolver almost brushed

name

looking out on their

FOR SALE !

length. This ship in turn reports by
adsemaphore or Morse lamp to the
miral of the battle fleet. The cruisers
boat
are sometimes assisted by torpedo
destroyers. Now, if thirty of these
ships are used it will be readily seen

comfortable gofernment appointment.
—London Opinion.

said,

The girl lit the lamp, then carelessly

for an

speak.

"A man by the name of Joe Uregar.
Brunte," she said. "He came here
with the sheriff on his heels, and 1
gave bim a chance. ( knew that you'd
say it was the right thing to do."
"Mebbe It was, mebbe it wasn't." he

the door.

looking

At Waterloo the duke noticed a little
in plain clothes, mounted on a
sturdy cob, who rode hither and thither
In the thick of the fight. lie had him
brought to him to demand his business,
whereupon the man explained that he
was traveling for a Birmingham button
maker and, chancing to be in Brussels
and never having seen a battle, he was
taking the opportunity of seeing this
one. Wellington not only allowed him
to continue his observations, but presently trusted him with a dispatch for
one of his «encrais in the firing line.
The safe delivery of the message was
rewarded, in more peaceful times, by a
man

A man, slight of stature, yet seeming
ly of strength, judging by the way In
which he hauled his tired horse
i through the snow, was coming toward
the shack. The woman run to meet
him, kissed him affectionately and

them so much as a wink I"—
A thundering at the door closed his
mouth. Be stepped quickly behind the
curtain, a slit half an inch in length
affording him a view of the scene at

j

Poronthy Nevill.

it open.

strength, but did not utter a word.
"For God's sake, give me a fighting
chance!" the man groaned.
She stepped back.
"The sheriff! Hide mer
"They're here!" she said quickly ae
the shouting of a dozen men was
heard. "Get behind that curtain. 1 m
going to light the lamp. Don't move
or get skeered Into shooting."
"No tricks, mind!" said the man.
"This Isn't a kid's game I'm playing.
I've got you covered, and If you give
her

and our means of wealth Ave owe to
It Is dlllkult to imagine
the wheel.
what the world would come to if suddenly all wheels vanished from our
midst. No war, no famine, no revolu-

tion, could be one-hundredth part as
effectual in putting us back centuries
as the lack of wheels.

j

and bladder ailments. A. E. Shurtleff Into his own bands when he'· got"—
South Paris. Andrews Λ Johnson, ! "What Γ
Co.,
oance.
Paris.
"A sick child." And she nodded in
Hints.
"Will you please tell me where I can the direction of the shakedown.
see tbe candelabra?"
I The man leaped to bis feet. His eye·
To dredge raisins and currants put |
"All canned gooda is on tbe next were riveted on hers.
them in the sifter with a cup of flour aud
"Do you mean to say that she—«he la
floor," replied tbe new clerk.
give it a tarn.
Brunte Heath'· child?"
a better oougb syrnp than Foley's
If
Oot plenty of good reading and food
"Yes," said the woman deliberately.
for thought for these cosy days and Honey and Tar Compound oonld be
"Where is her
we would oarry it. We know this
found,
evening·? It does not pay to let minds,
"He has gone to fetch the doctor."
reliable
and
medioine
baa.
dependable
any more than good soil, go to weeds.
given aatisfaction for more than forty I "And the doctor Is thirty miles away
Use a can with a sifter to keep your years; therefore we never offer a substi- If be'B a foot!" He went to the door
as
the
wiil
tute for tbe genuine.
Reoommended and looked out
washing powder In,
powder
"And It's snowing
last longer. If you haven't a can of this for oongha, colds, croup, whooping
fiercer* he added In a whisper.
•ort, an exoellent substitute oan be made1 oougb, bronchial, and lagrippe oougbs.,
"How's he mounted?"
of a baking powder oan with hole· No opiates. A. E. Shurtleff Co., South
"On the horse the sheriff wanted him
<
ponefaed in the lid with a nail.
Paris. Andrews A Johnson, Paris.
for. It waf his only dmCt JBU> own

tablespoons flour

For

eyes
And there whs something more
than admiration in bis. Then his lips
l·
opened, and the question that had been
'I
time refused
I The winter bad broken earlier tban disturbing him for some
!
to be controlled.
usual, and between the nearest point longer
"What's Brunte Heath to you 7" he
of civilization and the ehack stretched
asked. And the silence that followed
of
snow.
a waste
gleaming
was charged with fears and doubts for
I
As the girl came from behind tbe
both of tbem.
shack, hanllng the brushwood after
"I'm his sister," she sold at last And
her, the soft yet distinct pad-pad o(
it wns impossible to misunderstand the
a runner's feet in the snow caused her
left his lips.
to throw her head back and listen In- deep breath thnt
"And a sister whom he ought to be
tently.
he said without reserve,
Slowly the girl, her face almost as proud of,"
"Bet tbe sheriff wouldn't think so."
white as the snow, dropped the broeb"I'm not so sure," be said thoughtwood and crept into the shack, and her
Angers felt for the bolts on the door. fully.
He was sitting there gazing at her
! But she was too late!
Ι A man's arm was thrust Into the when suddenly the strained call of a
of
a
opening between tbe door and the : dog-wolf reached them. With cry
at the door with ull ! Joy she sprang to the door and threw
She

By
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"You seem to know something about
Cut off a bit of one end, scoop out the
newspapers and magazines, and in
potato into a bowl. To this add a bit of tleally every one of them the importance Brunte?" be said.
«alt and butter and some boiling milk. of
She was Bitting on the side of the
keeping the bowels regular is emphaThen put the potato back in the skin sized. A
constipated condition invites shakedown, and her eyes met his fairand
bake
it
over.
It
will
taste
igain
just disease. A dependable physio that acts
ly and squarely.
tike a freshly baked potato.
without
inconvenience or griping ia
•1 know that he's never had a square
A.
found in Foley Cathartio Tablets.
POTATO 8ALAD
if thafs what ?ou mean."
Seal,
Boil the potatoes with their skins on. E. Shurtleff Co South Paris. Andrews
"He's married, Isn't he?"
Then peel and slice very âne, add salt, A Johnson, Paris.
"80 I've heard."
pepper, a little chopped parsley and
"Hope" said Uncle Eben, "ia wbut "Wealthy woman too Γ
chopped onion, poor boiling water on keeps
a man happy an' cbeerfnl, unie»
this and let it soak. Then add vinegar
"Wealthy—but she isn't much of a
he goes an' bets bis money oo it."
and oil to taste.
He was a good and straight
woman.
ban when she left him."
SEVENTY YEARS OLD
Kitchen Equivalents.
George W. Clough, Prentiss, Miss., I «And then he took to horse lifting?*'
Two cnpa granulated sugar weigh one who
bad suffered greatly with kidney | "In all bis life he's taken one horse,
pound.
trouble writes: "Foley Kidney Pills are although he's been blamed for many."
Two and two-thirds cup· powdered
the only remedy that ever did me any | "Was there another man in the trousugar weigh one pound.
at all." Just think of the relief ble between him and his wifo?"
Four cups flour (about) weigh one good
and comfort that means to him. Foley
"80 they say." she answered.
pound.
Kidney Pills are recommended for sleep
Nine or ten eggs weigh one pound.
"Is Brunte looking for him?"
bladder troubles, pain in
disturbing
Two tableepoons butter weigh one
"A man can't afford to take the law
and
sides or

>

\/

1 Horse Thief I
χ

Heal Estate

Hew Warship· CommunloaU.
Wlwtft and Λ· WirM.
horses died α month ago, and he was
Erery battleship at sea bas lta wiueThe history of the evolution of locobefore
buying
the
till
spring
waiting
so that it can
motion as well as un Infinity of other •lees installation adjusted
more."
and messages
of the keenest Interest could lend and receive signals
etudlee
harbor
The face of tbe man was a study In |
to other squadrons at sea or in
all be centered In the wheel.
For the purbewilderment He crossed the floor to
Without wheels we should have no and to stations ashore.
as to the
tbe shakedown und looked at the sleepwatches, no steering at sea. We should pose of obtaining Information
and guarding
ing child.
be unable to utilize the waterfalls as whereabout of the enemy
I "Lifted a horse to ride thirty miles
we have hun- against surprises wireless telegraphy
1 motor force, nor should
In this weather to save his kid!" He
the Wiredreds of other things of the utmost at- Is, of course, invaluable, says
:
! turned away from the bed. "And good
lees World. A great number of cruisers
traction and utility.
luck to you. Brunte!" be muttered
numI
All our modern civilization has come are sent out ahead and spread u
"You'd risk your own neck for himî" I
of these
to us on wheels. All we know about ber of miles across. The duty
said tbe mun presently.
and
other countries, all the commerce we ebips Is to keep u thorough lookout
I "For bim and the kiddy, yes."
fleet
have established throughout the world report to the ship in the battle
met and
a moment their

We

"I suppose you know just how the
His band was on the
"Thanks."
government should be run."
door leading into the other fpartment.
potato o'bbien
Mr.
that
I
don't
far," replied
"Oh,
go
Take cold boiled potatoes and cat Into Growcher. "All I say is that nobody «I hope that Brunte Heath, whoever
dice shape. Add small pieces of bacon who ia trying to ran any part of it te to, will have half my luck."
and green peppers and brown in pan.
knows bow."
«I hope so," she whispered. "He de-
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Order of Notice Tlierron.
IHTRICT OK MaINK. SS.
On this etb day of Eel), A. D. 1915, »r η
e foregoing petition, It Is
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing
|
ion the same on the 19th day of March A·
''··
15, lie fore said Court at Portland, lu -v. 11
ict, nt 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; an·! tti.it
'·
« thereof be published in the Ox font
at, a ncwspni er prlnte I In wild DIstrl· t
it all known creditor*, and other pen>on|">··'·
terest, may ap|iear at the »ald tlni·- an
d show cause, If any they have, wii* l!·''
a· crof said pet tloner should not Im· grant'·
'l
Anil It Is further ordered by the Cour
M'leik shall send by mall to all known ι·
s
order,
>rs copie· of saM |>ctltlon and this
"
eased to them at their places of reslden· ■
ited.
n itness the Hon. Clakk.nck IIai.k. Ju V
the said Court, and the seal thereof, at ']"rt
id. In aald District, on the 6ta day of I·
D. 1915.
JAMES K. HEWKY, Clerk
L.·.]
Κ true copy of petition and order ihereou.
Attest -JAMES B. HEWEY.O'k.
64
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